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Introduction. The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 has mandated that
state vocational t~ehabilitation agencies pr ior t t tze their s erv i ces to
those persons who have a severe disability.· In order to
tively
place the severely disabled through the use of more sophisticated
placement techniques, a few rehabilitation
fessionals are calling
for a new type of professional in rehabil i t ion. Recognizing that the
new placement techniques would involve such things as job modifications
and/or adaptations a
job accommodations, the need for a rehabt l itation
worker' skilled in engineering was identified.

The Prob l em. The purpose of this study 'das to de
11'1e if t
util izatTonor- a -iiiU: t'i-discipl ine team ut i l iZ"ing bio-ene ineer i
hn ique s was efficient as we l l as cost-effective in placing s evere ly d-isabled persons when compared to the traditional placement me th
of
public vocational rehabilitation agencies.
Procedure. This study was conducted in five midvlestern
po l i tan areas-:-'The sample for the study was 2.'3 severely
ice ll y
disabled persons who viere ready for placement. ~"1atched pairs were

establish
between subjects for the ~ulti-discipline team and a control
group. Successful and non-successful placements were recorded
r e~ch
group. Further, cost information was maintained for each s e c t 1"
their placement activities.
A sign

was used to distinguish the differences of the

t

placement rates of the groups. A correlated t test was used to dete~
mine the diffelAence in the cost-effectiveness of the two groups.

Findings.

In testing the research hypotheses at the .05 level,

a sionificantcrrfference was found be tween the multi-discipline team
and the rehab i t i t.e tion counselors for the placement rates in the placement of severely disabled persons. There was not a significant di
renee between these two groups in the cost of placement services for
severely disabled persons.
Cor.c l usions . TrW general conclusions were drawn f rorn the
fi ndi ngs oT-t~STs-- study.
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2. The cost-effectiveness of a spec ial i zed rehab Li ta t ion team
over the traditional placement methods of a state's vocat onal reha-

bilitation agency cannot be substantiated,
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The state vocational rehabil itation agencies have, since the
Rehabil Hation Act of 1920, been the primary means for the delivery of
vocational rehabilitation services to the disabled citizens of this
country.

Focusing first on those individual's who experienced a disa-

bility through an industrial accident or war-related injury, the
services have gradually expanded to inc1ude those who have a mental or
emotional d i sab i l ity.l

Further, the Rehabil itation Act of 1973 man-

dated that the state rehabilitation agencies give their highest
priority, in the delivery of services, to those persons who have a
"severe" di sabi 1 t ty,
As the state vocational rehabilitation agencies reached out to
serve persons with the more severe disabilities, it was soon realized
that the complexity of providing comprehensive rehabilitation services,
including counseling, guidance, referral and placement services, was
greatly increased.

In particular, the provision of placement services

to the severely disabled has been complicated by such issues as job
development and solicitation, architectural and transportation job barriers, employment practices of employers and labor unions, and job reengineering.
Following the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, many rehabilitation

\1.

A. Bitter, Introduction to Rehabi';

C. V. Mosby Co., 1979). pp.
1

ticn (St. Louis:

The

2

professionals began calling for a new type of professional in rehabilitation to concentrate on those areas primarily related to the placement
of the severely disabled within both productive and profitable employment. 1 In addi t ton , this new rehabil itation professional woul d need to
be able to serve the affirmative action needs of employers, especially
as they related to the employment of qualified disabled applicants and
their employees.
As disabled citizens modeled the advances of other minorities
in the area of civil

rights~

the problems associated with architectural

and transportation barriers became more obvious.

Those dedicated to

the removal of these barriers turned to such things as job modification
and/or adaptation, and job accommodations as a means of reducing or
elinlinating barriers for the disabled.

The engineer skilled in biology

and anatomy proved to be especially useful in these tasks.
these "b io-enq'ineer-s" took on new dimensions.

The job of

In fact, the utilization

of a para-professional (i.e.: technician) in this field was especially
effective. 2 The actual innovation~ adaptation~ and fabrication of
devices and techniques frequently took place in the practitioner's
workshop.
The combination of the rehabilitation counselor, the bioengineer, and the placement specialist seemed to come about rather
naturally.

It was, however , the work of Kalisankar Mallik and the Job

lW. M. Usdane , "The Placement Process in the Rehabil t tat ion of
the Severely Handicapped," Rehabilitation Literature~ XXXVII, No.7

(1976), 162-167.

2Sixth Institute on Rehabil itation Issues, Rehabil itation
__ '_ :!-::.-=.-=.:::-:-.:-:-"' o:..::.-;__-=-.-:_ (\~ashintJton. D.C.: Rehabil itation
Department of Heal ,Education, and ~~el re,

~::L':..!.~'::-"-_'--.;:'.::L._:_._'--:'-_~

3

Deve1opment Laboratory at the George Hashi ngton Uni vers ity that substantiated the combination of these separate, but yet related professional
1
areas.
Although the Job Development Laboratory was able to place a
significant number of severely disabled persons, the effectiveness of a
rehabilitation team, consisting of a bio-engineering technician, a placement specialist, and a general rehabilitation counselor, outside of the
research laboratory had not been accurately established.
Statement of the Problem
The problem of this study was to determine if a higher rate of
successful placements of severely disabled persons could be accomplished
by the utilization of a multi-discipline team, consisting of a bioengineering technician, a placement specialist, and a general rehabilitati on counselor when compared to the traditional pl acement methods of a
s.tate \loeational rehabilitation agency.
The concern for the placement of qualified severely disabled
persons is widespread.

Even internationally, the order of service with

regard to the placement process was noted in a Regional Seminar condueted in Poland and co-sponsored by both the United Nations Development
Programme and the International Labour Organization.

It was stated:

"The biggest problem facing rehabilitation teams comes at
the end of courses when disabled trainees found to be suitable
and prepared for specific jobs in commerce or industry seek
employment opportunities." Z

lKalisankar r~allik, "Job Development and Enhanced Productivity
for Severely Disabled Persons" (Paper from the Job Development Laboratory, George ~!ashington University, Washington, D.C .• 1977).
2United Nations Development Prcqr anme and I ntcrnat iona 1 Labour
Organization,
rone l 1'1i l e East,
qi or.a I S
nar on
O. tz ation and Development of Disabled Persons' Cooperative, Warsaw, Poland,
September 16 to October 5, 1974, Geneva. Switzerl and. United Nations,
II

II

1974.
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On the national scene, rehabilitation administrators have emphasized the importance of placement within the rehabilitation process.

In

1975, two years after the 'passage of the 1973 Rehab i I itati on Act, 01 i ver

P. Lasley, then Chief of the Bureau of Rehabilitation Services in the
Department of Human Resources, commented, "S 0 important is job development and placement that if failure is encountered at this point, for all
intents and purposes, all that has gone before has failed as well.

We

may successful Iy rehabil itate a severely handicapped person, but if he
does not ultimately secure and hold an appropriate job, one to which he
is well suited physically, mentally and emotionally, then we have not

vocationall~ rehab~litated him. III Further, Mr. George Conn, present
Commissioner for the Rehabilitation Services Administration within the
Department of Education, has established placement as a priority of the
i
2
' is t t 10n.
presen t a dmlnlsra

With the many years of experience in rehabilitation, since the
Rehabilitation Act of 1920, and the many resources devoted to the training and preparation of rehabilitation professionals, the placement of
the rehabilitated handicapped person can still frustrate the entire
process.

With respect to the previously mentioned rehabilitation team,

the problem of coordinating and more effectively utilizing our experience, our human and material resources, and our technical expertise is
the primary focal point of this study.

lOliver P. Lasley, "Job Development and the Placement Process
Comprehensive Vocational Rehabilitation for Severely Disabled Persons,
eds. K. ~1anik, S. Yuspeh, J. fl1ueller t~Jashington, D.C.: George ~'Jash
ington University Medical Center, 1975), pp. 141-144.

,II

randum No, 4-82 from Isaac K. Johnson.
giona1 C
ssioner (Region VII) for the Rehabilitation Services Administration,
November 4, 1981.
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Rationale
---_.
The number of disabled citizens in the nation far exceed the
number of rehabilitation professionals needed to serve the disabled in
the acquisition of meaningful and purposeful work.

It has been esti-

mated that there are 162,021 disabled persons in Iowa that could benefit
from vocational rehabilitation services. 1 As long as the need for vocational rehabilitation services outstrip the capability of public vocational rehabilitation agencies to serve those needs, disabled citizens
will not have equal access to the entitlement of specialized services
leading to employment and participation in the rights and privileges
available to the non-disabled.
The discrepancy between need and services in vocational rehabilitation continues to widen as

i~ation

places added burdens on those

vocational rehabilitation administrators who are seeking to maintain or
improve services within dwindling resources.

Certainly, the complexity

of vocational rehabilitation services for the severely disabled further
taxes the finite resources available to administrators.
Where services and resources do exist, the lack of service
i ntegrati on can represent the primary barri er to placement.

The

severely disabled population faces many problems which must be considered in their total impact upon the vocational goal.

Considering

the number, the type, and the complexity of these problems, an
approach by a multi-disciplinary team may be required.

Each member of

this team contributes specialized services to the goal of matching a
client·s capabilities to an existing employment opportunity.

lState of Iowa, Department of Public Instruction. Rehabilitation
Education and Services Branch, "Program Evaluation Annual Report," 1978,
pp. 2-3.

6

By focusing a multi ... disctpl i ne team, with the combined talents
a bio-engineeringtechnician; a placement

specialist~

and a general

rehabil Hation counselor, on the provision of placement services to the
severely dtsebled, the vocational administrator is seeking to improve
proqr-em sys tems , service deliveries and cost-effectiveness.
Purpose of the Study
If a single multi-discipline team can improve the placement of
severely disabled

persons~

this type of service delivery component can

be expanded in other portions of the State of Iowa.

Further, the

provision of this specialized resource will need to be established as
cos t-eff'ec t i ve,
In addition to generally improving the state vocational delivery

system, the study specifically seeks to improve and increase the delivery of low-cost technology to severely disabled persons through bioengineering techniques.

In doing this, the productivity and job

stability of severely disabled persons can be increased.

Beyond the

initial placement of a state vocational rehabil itation agency cl tent ,
the study, through the work of the multi-discipline team, extends
follow-up and follow-along services to severely disabled persons already
employed.

Through this continued service) these rehabilitated persons

can advance themselves on the employment ladder as they successfully
demonstrate their capabil Hies.
Significance of the Study
In a time when public vocational rehabilitation agencies are

being severely limited in both human and material resources, it is

7

cult to look at new and innovative ways of resolving age-old probIn periods of austerity, there is a tendency to. cut back or 1tmi t
ces with the hope that a new time or a new
to "normal cy".

a~e

will allow a return

Unfortunately t public vocational rehab t l i tat ion agencies

not have time to wa it for a renewal period of growth or expans ion as
experienced in the 1960's and 1970's.

There may come a time when the

public may become so dissatisfied with the limited services of vocational
rehabilitation that the loss of those services may be acceptable if
rational alternatives are available.

The call for creative change from

within the organization may suggest alternatives that could insure the
public agency's continued viability.
Creative efforts in the rehabilitation of the severely disabled
can be the involvement of other consultants not usually considered a
member of the traditional rehabil itation service del ivery system.

Dr.

Louis Nau, 1975 Lou Ortale Memorial Lecturer on Placement, suggested
that the industrial engineer be added to the resource pool which should
be available in the placement of the severely disabled. 1 Through the
auspices of a multi-discipline team, the professional expertise of the
industrial engineer or rehabilitation engineer can bring to the rehabilitation process a perspective of the technical aspects of design and
function.
The concept of a multi-discipline team devoted to the placement
of the severely disabled has not been widely accepted or utilized
within public rehabilitation agencies.

Developed within the controlled

1Louis Y. Nau , "Sel ec t i ve Placement: A Creative Art" (paper
during the National
presented at the Lou Ortale Memorial Lee
, Nevada. 5e
cr,
Rehabilitation
saciation Convention, Las
1975).

8
ng of a job development l aboratory , the specialized multi-discipline
has not been thought of as a regular component of the vocational
1 itation servi ce del i very sys tern.
If it can be substantiated that the multi-discipline team improves the placement of severely disabled persons in an efficient and
cost-effective fashion, the 1 ikel ihood of expansion for this concept
should be very good.

As additional severely disabled persons, of which

many have been previously diagnosed as " non-feasible" for competitive
employments are placed within productive and profitable employment, the
meaning for life and the dignity gained offers immeasurable justification for this type of rehabil itation service.

Conley suggests that lito

date, no benefit-cost analysis has attempted to place a value on the
intangible or psychic effects of rehabilitation.III
Expansion and further development of a project of this nature
could be insured if a degree of economic benefit could be substantiated.
One previous study focusing on rehabilitation clients in general,
including both severely disabled and non-severely disabled persons,
computed a benefit-cost ratio of 8 to 1 for rehabilitated disabled
persons. 2

In essence, there was an $8 increase in life earnings for

every dollar spent for services.
Rehabilitation professionals are being asked to provide an
increased number of complex services while they, at the same time, are
experiencing diminishing resources.

Certainly, the rehabilitation pro-

fession is not alone in the dichotomy of doing more for less.

The

lRonald Conley, 11/\ Benefit-Cost Analysis of the Vocational
y
Il:1(;_~ _:29 urn 9:L~C?-f_tjY~11~_ _J?~l!S~.2_, IV, No. 2
Rehabili tion
if

(1969)~

228.
2B·
... t
. ll.~er,
p. 5 .
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medical profession utilizes a "tr-i aqe" team when its services are taxed
by a natural disaster.

This medica"! model attempts to streaml ine its

serv tces to serve as many as possible in the shortest period of time

with a 1imited amount of resources.
The multi-discipline team could be vocational rehabilitat10n s
l

"triage" model.

Vocational rehabt l l tat ton 's disaster comes in the form

of inflation, taxpayer revolts, and balanced budgets.

In times such as

these, the traditional rehabilitation process becomes cumbersome and
less efficient just as the traditional medi cal process is unable to
effectively serve during natural or manmade crises.
Hypotheses to be Tested
1.

The rate of placement of severely disabled persons served

by a multi-discipline team consisting of a bio-engineering technician,
a placement specialist, and a general rehabilitation counselor is
higher than the rate of placement using the traditional placement
methods of a state rehabilitation agency.
2.

The cost effectiveness of a multi-discipline team consisting

of a bio-engineering technician, a placement specialist, and a general
rehabilitation counselor in the placement of severely disabled persons
is greater than the cost effectiveness using the traditional placement
methods of a state rehabilitation agency.
Definition of Terms
For the purposes of this study, the fo l l owi nq definitions will
be used:
!io-engin~pri~.

Application to biological or medical science

10

engineering principles or equipment.
Cost-effective.

A favorable comparison of the amount of money,

, material, and labor expended in the placement of a severely disabled person versus the projected income of the disabled persons.
Pieces of eqQipment used t6 facilitate functioning

Devices.

for disabled persons; includes aids, self-help devices, equipment,
appliances, mechanical aids used and worn by patients, and apparatus
used in treatment.
Employment.

Work in the competitive labor market, the practice

of a professional, self-employment, homemaking, farm or family work,
sheltered employment, home-bound employment, or other gainful activity.
Ergonomics.
machines.

A way of looking at man and his relationship to

An inter-disciplinary approach, comprised of engineering and

the sciences of the human mind and body.
Functional Evaluation.

Assessment of a handicapped person's

level of physical functioning as related to job tasks and the ability
to perform self-care activities.
Placement.

This term refers to obtaining a job for a c1 ient.

Rehabilitation placement differs significantly from employee selection,
in which the personnel worker seeks qualified job applicants for available openings.

In placement work with disabled people, the counselor

or rehabilitation placement specialist begins with the client and tries
to find a job consistent with the vocational assets and limitations of
the client.

A rehabilitation placement is not completed until follow-up

11

for a reasonable period of time determines that all needed services
were provided, that the job is suitable, that the client is satisfied,
that the employer is satisfied, and that the cl ient will have some
permanency on the job.
Placement Specialist.

A rehabilitation professional that

facilitates the job placement of an individual who has some handicapping condition.

Activities may involve the development of job

seeking skills with clients and in performing necessary job development, placement and follow-up functions.
Rehabilitation Engineering.

The application of engineering to

improve the qual ity of 1ife of the phys i cal ly hand i capped through a
total approach to rehabilitation combining medicine, engineering, and
related sciences; includes rehabilitation engineers.
Rehabilitation Process.

A goal-oriented and individual

sequence of services designed to assist disabled persons achieve
vocational adjustment.
Rehabilitation Services.

Medical, psychological, social, and

vocational services including any goods or services which are necessary for rendering a disabled person fit to engage in gainful activity.
Rehabilitation Services Administration.

The central rehabili-

tation agency of the U. S. Department of Education.
Selective Placement.

The innovative adaptation of standard

job development and placement procedures for the purpose of compatible
welding together unique human capacities and unique employme

settings.

12
~everely

Disabled.

A person with a physical or mental condi-

tion \t'Jhich sol imits the functional capabil Hies so that he/she cannot
perform some key life functions and which is expected to last indefinitely.
~tate

Rehabil itation Agency.

The only agency designated to

administer the state plan for rehabilitation services.
Triage.

The sorting out and classification of casualties of

war or other disaster, to determine priority of need and proper place
of treatment.
Del imitations
Placement is not the only indicator of rehabilitation success
or failure.

Although the study will be utilizing three dimensions of

gain or loss, (hours per week gainfully employed, weekly earnings. and
work status), a standardized system of measuring rehabilitation success
has not been developed.!
Several contemporary developments constitute potential threats
to internal validity for the study.

For example, the vast amount of

new technological information has only been available to rehabilitation
professionals and clients in recent years.

Also, both the public and

employers have an increased awareness of the abilities of severely
disabled persons. and the enforcement of mandatory affirmative action
legislation has increased.

lA. Hawryl uk , "Rehabi1 itation Gain: New Criterion for an Old
__~UJ_. __~!ion Li.__i=~_tur~, XXXV, No. 11 (1974), 322-328.

Concept~"_.
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Assumptions
For the purpose of this

study~

it was assumed that all partici-

pants, both clients and staff, fully cooperated in this approach to the
rehabilitation process.
It was also assumed that there was no difference in the number
and type of employment opportunities in the metropolitan settings used
for the study.

Chapter 2
A<'REVIHJ OF RELATED LITERATURE
The placement of severely disabled persons within the United
has received special emphasis only within recent years.

The

ilitation Act of 1973 mandated state vocational rehabilitation
es to establish an order of selection that would set out the
handicapped as a priority for service.

C01.lO~'oly

As such, the history

the placement of the severely disabled is not very lengthy nor for
that matter is there a consensus as to what placement should be within
the rehabilitation process. 1
Placement Within the Rehabilitation Process
Vocational rehabilitation, since its beginning as a national
program, has always embodied the concept that placement or the acquisition of appropriate employment is an integral part of the rehabilitation process.

The Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1920 provided

>enefits for five basic services:
~raining,

vocational guidance, vocational

occupational adjustment, prosthesis, and placement services.

"he delivery of those services usually rested with the rehabilitation
Igent or counselor, and when it came to placement the counselor usually

lOaniel Sinick, Contemporary Vocational RehabilitatiQ.!!., Herbert
:usalem and David Malikfn, eds. (flew York: New York University Press,
976), p, 206.
14
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left to his/her own devices or experiences in facilitating the
tent 1s emp 1oyment needs.
It

was~

in

fact~'the

experiences of the counselor that increased

s./her worth to the rehabilitation agency1s administration.

Rusalem

has identified that, IIfrom 1920 to about 1955, many counselors were
recruited from industry or public employment service offices and they
brought with them a keen sense of vocational rehabilitation and the
employment objective. 1I 1
The Vocational Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1954 provide a
great deal of assistance to the expanding rehabilitation program.
Training for rehabilitation professionals at the graduate level was
offered at colleges and universities across the country.

Shawhan,

however, noted that this training seemed to take a clinical bend without adequate attention to preparing the counselor to provide necessary
placement services. 2 As the focus on attention within rehabilitation
shifted from the practical aspects of developing the client's vocation
to the concerns of the clients' psychosocial needs, the concern for
job placement diminished.
The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 had a lasting impact on the
need for placement within rehabilitation.

Usdane, in

1973~

identified

that previous rehabilitation legislation did little to emphasize job
IHerbert Rusa 1em and Davi d Ma 11 ki n , eds., Cont~Emorary Vocational Rehabilitation (New York: New York University Pres s , 197~
p, 193.

2Car l Shawhan~ HCounseling Plus Placement Equals Rehabilita-

tion: Rehabil Hation Minus Placement Equals Counsel ing" (paper
presented at the Job Placement Division meeting during the annual
National Rc
ilitation Association Convention, Salt Lake City, Utah,
September. 1978).
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acement when he said, "Past legislation has not specifically stated
oyab i l i ty as a goal for the handicapped.

This idea is basic, how-

ever, in the Rehabilitation Act of 1973." 1 Since that time, activity

in the area of job placement/job development has increased dramatically.
In 1975, Drake University implemented a graduate (Master of Science)
program for rehabilitation placement specialists.

Dr. Howard Traxler.

Director of this program from 1975 to 1979, emphasized the need for
such a program by saying, ubefore undertaking a training program of
this nature, we had to have strong feelings that present programs in
rehabilitation were not adequately emphasizing placement strategies
or at least not being reflected in the services being provided. 1I 2
Even as the Drake University Rehabilitation Placement Specialist Program was developing momentum in the late 1970

1

5,

a number of

rehabilitation professionals were maintaining that any rehabilitation
person doing job placement should have no less professional preparation
than other counselors.

Patricia Livingston, of New York University,

emphasized in 1978 that the placement specialist should be fully
equipped wi th the same counsel i ng competencies that any other rehabil itation counselor might possess. 3 George Wilson Wright, in his
1Wi 11 i am Usdane , "Pl acement-Process and Profess iona1 Trai ni nq"
(paper presented at the Lou Ortale Memorial Lecture during the annual
National Rehabilitation Association Convention, Atlantic City, New
Jersey, October, 1973).
20pinion expressed by Howard Traxler, Director, Drake University Rehabilitation Placement Specialist Program, in an address at a
conference ("Improving Rehabilitation Education-State Vocational Rehabilitation Director Communications") for the National Council on Rehabilitation Education at San Diego, California, March 8, 1978 (text on
file at Drake University Rehabilitation Placement Office).
3patricia J. Livingston, "Pr-ofes s t cnal Education for
Placement Counselor" Job Placement Division Digest Professiona.l
Supplement, I (l-\ugus't, 1978), 7-I7:-------·--------·--
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autl1()rltadan book", Total

RehabHitation~

continued to view placement

as: an extens ton of the rehabilitation counselor's duties.
that anyone performing placement
rPI'HH111

He

thout a masters degree in

It.at ion counseling could be considered a sub-profess tona] agency
1

Regardless of the debate that may exist in professional rehaitation I iterature, vocational placement seeminqly has regained its
position within the rehabilitation process.

The identification of

techniques and competencies that are not a part of rehab

ita-

counseling have substantiated the placement specialist as a member
the rehabilitation profession as are the physicians, nurses, rehaitation counselors, physical therapists and occupational therapists.
~lacement

Advocacy by Handicapped Citizens,

It is important to note that the improvement of voca tiona1
services (i.e.:

job placement/job development) within rehabilitation

did not come about through the ambivalence of the country's disabled nor
did it occur only because of the country's 1eaders in rehab i l itation
and/or Congress.

In f'act , if it had not been for the cl ient-directed

movements that spoke out for the disabled at a critical time in the
evolvement of our national rehabilitation program, the process of vocational placement COUld have gotten lost somewhere along the line.

Thoben

has noted that handicapped citizens have raised their voices in an effort
to awaken America's collective conscious to the needs and concerns of the
2
physically and mentally handicapped.
IGeorge Nelson Wright, Total
Brown, and Co., 1 ), p. 614.

abilitation (Boston:

Little,

2patl"icia Thoben , "Civil Rights and Employment of the Severely
Handicapped," Rehabilitqtion Counseling Bulletin, XVIII, No.4 (1975),
240-244.
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Even as the number of rehabilitation professiona1s and disabled
began calling for more placement activity, differences became
as to how this increased placement activity should take place.
concept of selective placement assistance for rehabilitation clients
not new, but it received a number of new proponents following the
litation Act of 1973. Usdane, in 1974, recognized that the severely
sabled needed more than innovative assessment and evaluation techniques.
He called for a placement training program that would prepare placement
specialists to assist the severely disabled in attaining the dignity of
an appropriate job. 1 Many, however, saw the use of the placement specialist as being inappropriate within the rehabilitation process.

Salomone

argued that the selective placement approach is not the key to successful
placement of vocationally handicapped persons. 2
The client-centered placement approach, as represented in Salomone's position, requires the client to assume the major responsibility
for securing job leads, for contacting employers, and for perforrning the
necessary follow-up activities after application.

In most respects, this

is in contrast to selective placement which has been defined as "the
process of matching the physical, mental, and emotional capacities of a
disabled person to the demands of a suitable job".3

l Wi 11 i am Usdane , u Placement Personnel - A Graduate Program Concept," Journal of Rehabilita_tion, XL, No.2 (1974), 12-13.
2pau1 Salomone, irA Client-Centered Approach to Job Placement,"
loeational Guidance QUdrterly~ XIX, No.4 (1971), 266-270.
3J . Pennier and A. Altman, "Selective Placement in Industr y ,"
.
,v,Y,XI-l
(\
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While the debate between client-centered and selective placement
nues, the real placement needs of the disabled may be overlooked.
with so many human needs, it is rather difficult to categorize how a
ific need can be served in every situation.

In providing job place-

services, the rehabil itation professional, be he/she a counselor or
placement special ts t , will need to analyze the cl tent.' s and the employ's need for services in the placement process.

Shawhan appropriately

identified the rehabilitation professional's responsibility when he said,
IIYou do as 1ittle as possible, but every bit' which is necessary. III
Optimizing Placement in Rehabilitation
The luxury of being able to pick and choose between different
types of service delivery techniques may be quickly passing.

The 1970's

and the early 1980's gave evidence that public rehabilitation agencies
wi 11 need to be doing more for 1ess .

The question of whether' or not

rehabil t tat ion agencies use placement special ists will not be answered by
the personal preference of an administrator of an academician.

Rather,

the utilization of all rehabilitation professionals will need to be optimized in a way that improves task performance.

Certainly, within voca-

tional rehabil Hation one of the primary tasks is job placement.

Gibl in

and Ornati emphasize that optimization requires that human resources be
2
allocated in both an effective and efficient manner.
With this consideration, it is rather easy to translate efficiency as to getting the job
done and effectiveness as to getting the job done in the least costly
fashion.
IShawhan. p. 15.
2E. G. Giblin and O~ A. Orria t i , "Optimizing the Utilization of
Human Resources," Journal of Rehabilitation Administration, I, NO.2
(1977), 4-13.
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Certainly, the concern for cost-effectiveness is not a new reveon.

In 1966, Program Analysis Groups were formed to analyze costs,
, and benefi ts of programs associ ated wi th the Dep' t. of Health t

1,....... ,4 ........

tton and Welfar-e.

A subsequent report from the Vocational Rehab i l t-

on Administration probably marks the formal entrance of the vocational

rehab t l i tat ion movement into public and studied assessments of "dtv idencs"
ved from vocational rehabilitation costs. 1 Spahr , in 1973, admonished
rehabil i tat ion network to be more accountable for its production
Whether it is vocational rehabilitation or speech rehabilitation.

2

The need for both effecti veness and effi ciency in rehabi1 ita tion

has already been addressed.

Mal1ik and Sprinkle have suggested that

rehabilitation agencies can be cost-effective by hiring a job placement
specf al ls t or by reeducating and by redirecting counselors' activities

toward the placement process.

Spec l f f ce l ly, considerable benefit will

result through the placement of severely handicapped persons.

3

Zadny and James have viewed the problems of rehabilitation counselors in their efforts to provide placement services.

Focusing on their

need to "do more for less", they have, through research, attempted to
resolve a few of the issues of rehabilitation placement.

4

lLawrence I. Mars, "An Exploratory Cost-Benefits Analysis of
Vocational Rehabf l i ta t ton ," U.S. Dep t , of Health, Education and \lJelfare,
Vocational Rehabilitation Administration, Division of Statistics and
Studies, Washington, D.C., 1967.
t

2Frederi ck T. Spahr, "Accountabt 1 i ty: Emphas is for the Future, II
Rehab i l itation Record, XIV, No. 3 (ttay-dune , 1973) 18-21.
t

3K. ~1al1ik and J. Sprinkle, "Systems Approach in Vocational
Rehabil ita ti on Agenci es \4ith a New Look," Rehabil ita ti on Literature,
XXXVII I, No. 5 (1977), 138-142.
4 J . J.
tiny and J. F. Leslie, Anothe_!: Vi~w C2..I2.}lacemen~.:_ State
of the Art, 1976, Studies in Placement ffinograpnServlce, N.J:l (portTand:
Portland State-Dniversity, 1976).
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Issues and concerns within placement has been enhanced since the
"~,,uuilitation

Act of 1973.

The calls for service by disabled citizens

the reduction in fiscal resources will necessitate that vocational
ilitation administrators make decisions that both maximize staff
rmance and improve overall organizational effectiveness.
Placement of the Severely Disabled
As has been previously identified, the Rehabilitation Act of
1973 had a profound impact on the delivery of rehabilitation services
for the severely disabled.

Certainly one of the reasons this piece of

legislation was enacted was the fact that an increased level of productive employment for the severely disabled would result.

This concept

was captured by a House Report accompanying the Rehabilitation Act of
1973.
that a significant number of severely disabled persons could
be returned to gainful employment if greater emphasis were
placed on accepting such clients for services and providing
them. ,with.a
comprehensive array of social adjustment and
1
ra
1
m
ng
....
t
Prior to the 1973 Rehabilitation Act, one of the numerous causes
for non-service to the severely disabled was the bel ief that it was too
expensive to work with the severely disabled.

In contrast, the estab-

lishment of spinal cord injury centers throughout the country is an
acknowledgement that it is too costly not to work with the severely dis2
abled.

lU. S. Congress, House, House Report accompanying the Rehabil itation Act of 1973, No. 93-391, September 13, 1973.

2Shannon Stauffer, "Spinal Cord Injury
ab i l i tation Cen
SRS Final Grant Report No. 13-P-55279,
9, 1972.

r ,"
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The r'esponsibility of employers to re-evaluate or eliminate barto the employment of the handicapped increased significantly with
Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

In their desire to comply with their

rmative action obligations, while they at the same time seek to
oy qualified and competent employees, employers have been forced to
ilpl1pnil1

on rehabilitation agencies to not only supply them with qual t f ied

icants, but to also serve the handicapped employee once hired.

Shrey

gave particular emphasis to the needs of the severely disabled during
post-employment services.

By establishing a post-employment program, the

employer, the client, and the rehabilitation agency can accomplish 10ngrange goals and develop further information sources. 1
While the requirement to work with employers on a more intensive
basis is very real, the ability of vocational rehabilitation counselors
to serve this need is in question.

Sinick has pointed out that counselors
are like clients in dreading rejection byemployers. 2 It is understandable that the counselors dread this task if they are unfamiliar with
strategies and techniques.

Prior to the Drake University Rehabilitation

Placement Specialist Program, which was started in 1975, there was little
formal training for rehabilitation professionals in placement.

In 1974,

Usdane commented that the national rehabilitation administration had
never in the preceding 50 years supported a sustained and distinct university training program for someone specifically called a placement
worker. 3
IDonald Shrey, IlPost-Employment Services for the Severely Disabled," Rehabilitatio_fLCOt!.nseling Bulletin, XIX. No.4 (1976), 563-57l.
2Sinick, p, 196.

3usdane, p. 12.
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Recent advances in scientific and medical technology have greatly
upon the education, training and placement of handicapped indis.

Gradually increased numbers of severely disabled persons are

icipating in programs in schools, at home, in workshops, and on jobs
to these advances.

Unfortunately, many severely disabled persons

not benefited from today's technological advances.

Fullwood states:

"For many rehabilitation workers, the minimum goal of rehabilitation is not SUfficient. The severely disabled should not only
be enabled to maintain minimal function, they should be assisted
to develop their talents and abilities as far as they can go.
Denial of this verges on denial of equality of opportunity.
There are no remaining good reasons why the severely disable~
should be generally restricted to the least skilled jobs. But
to develop higher order skills, the severely disabled will need
additional aids and supplementary training. 111
As science and technology has advanced the ability of rehab t l i tation workers to serve the severely di sab1ed, the concept of rehab i l i ta ti on
engineering has taken on new dimensions in the profession.

It was, how-

ever, back in 1944 that rehabilitation engineering first emerged.

It was

at that time that the Surgeon General of the Army requested that the
Nat"j onal Academy of Sciences formul ate recommendations concerni ng the
development and provi s i on of artificial limbs to disabled servicemen.
The conference and special program which resulted from this request pio-

neered many new and improved devices and practices. 2

INathaniel Fullwood, Technology and the Handicapped - Tel ecornmunications Services in the Rehabilitation of the Blind (Raleigh: School
of Education, North Carolina State University~ 1977).
2Sixth Institute on Rehabilitation Issues, p. 10.
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The concept of reasonabt e accommodation throuqh rehab i I i tat ton
ineering is occas tonal Iy referred to as ergonomics.

Bridging from

ick Tayl or ts time and motion studies in the first part of this
century~

the use of the term ergonomics has turned from improving man's

performance by making him machine-like to adapting the man-made world to
man~

instead of the other way around.

With this end in mind, ergonomics
blends human characteristics with the living and working environment. 1
In many

respects~

this term may more accurately describe the service

that is being provided to the severely disabled through technology.
A recently developed rehabilitation engineering program in North

Carolina has concentrated on providing services to the disabled through
low-cost technology.

Chief engineer for the North Carolina program,

George NcCoy, commented, "When I see a complex problem, the needs of
each rehabilitation client have to be addressed on an individual basis.
We have to do this with skills and knowhow that does not spend a fortune. 2 Typical of McCoy1s program~ a disabled farmer ~as able to continue farming with an adapted tractor.

The modification cost for this

effort was approximately $600.
The mul ti-discipl ine team associated with this study is util izing
many of the technological advances available to the severely disabled.
Modeling a rehabilitation team at George Washington University, the team
is working to increase the employment of severely disabled persons
by enhancing their capacity to perform a wider range of job tasks

lK. H. E. Kroemer, "Ergonomics: Fitting the Work to the Harker,"
Journal of American Insurance, IV (1979-80), 8-12.

2Bette Ll l i ot t , "Bread and Butter Engineering:
vJith Big Payo

Simple

"Disabled U.S,~, IX ?, x (1981), 30-32.
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the development and application of bio-engineering techniques.
Kal tsankar ~1an tk , Director of the Job Development laboratory
George Washington University, recently completed a 'research project
cated to the placement of severely disabled persons.

Following a

ree and one-half year period, Mal1ik was able to recommend his findto state rehabilitation agencies.

His project findings conclu-

ively indicated that:
1.

Information hand11ng jobs are well suited for a severely

disabled population;
2.

low cost technology can enhance the capacity of severely

disabled persons to perform productively a wider range of physical jobrelated tasks associated with information handling tasks; and
3.

A multi-disciplinary team approach towards the placement of

the severely disabled results in increased quality employment of
severely disabled persons. 1
The Iowa state vocational rehabilitation agency is sponsoring a
replica of the multi-disciplinary team developed by Mallik.

The

development and implementation of a rehabilitation team in Iowa is
complicated by the fact that the Iowa multi-discipline team is working to
establish a job placement technique that was originally developed in a
job development laboratory in

Washington~

D.C.

Although the concept of

a mul t i-d tsc tpl ine team is not new, the approach taken by Mall ik is, and
the application of the approach outside the laboratory is particularly
challenging.

l K. Mallik and S.
pf-.9 d l!-~ t ~~f ty J~J:~-?_~:-ve!:,_~'_lL.-:'_'--=::,=,~~~,~c",=-~-,,-:

16-P-S6803/3 (Washington,
1979) .
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The Multi:-Disclp-l i.neTeam and Placement of
the Severe 1,Y Disab led---'----c----cThe multi-discipline team seems to be especially attractive as
the concerns for and the problems in placing the severely disabled become increasingly complex.

Usdane suggested that one of the implica-

tions resulting from the Rehabil t tat ion Act of 1973 was that the use of
multi-service facilities along with multi-team members implies a stronger
commitment to placement servtcesv '

In that Usdane was one of the first

proponents for a graduate program for placement specialists, it is likely
that he was thinking of a placement worker as a member of the multidiscipline team.
The very aspect of rehabi l itation suggests teamwork.

In the

early years of the profession, rehabilitation was defined as an interdisciplinary movement, thus laying the qroundwork for teamwork activity.2
The comprehensive nature of rehab i l t tat ion requires the contribution of

a number of specialized disciplines.

The concept of the "whole person"

is implemented by inter-professional teamwork which strives for total
rehabilitation of the disabled person.

3

"No disabled person is less than the sum total of his needs . . .
,11

said Allan, who elaborated as follows:

"The need for joint effort on the part of the various discipl ines

involved in the rehabilitation process is important not only to the
understanding of the patient and his own concept of the full program,
it is also vital to the practical success of the entire effort." 4

lWilliam Usdane, "Placement-Process and Professional Tr-ai ni nq"
(paper presented at the lou Ortale Memorial Lecture during the annual
National Rehabilitation Association Convention, Atlantic City, New
Jersey, October, 1973).

2R. J. Margolin, "Rat tonal e for Teamwork,1l Rehabilitation Record,
II (March-April, 1969), 32-35.
3Wright, pp. 242-245.

4W. A. Allan, Rehabilitation:
John Wil ey, 1958). p. c124~·. -----

A Community Challen_g~_ (New York:
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While the combination of disciplines may be very attractive
within the rehabilitation process. the problems of client confusion,
overlap, inter-professional conflict, ill-defined roles, and high service costs are reasons for <inadequate teamwork.

Whitehouse has suggested

that rehabilitation group members require a firm foundation in one
science, which must include a keen awareness of its limitations, an
understanding of some of the fundamental philosophy, practices, and
limitations of the companion and cooperative sciences, and an open,
mature, flexible mind towards meeting new

id~as and challenges. 1

The combination of rehabilitation professionals into a multidisciplinary team suggests by the mere combination of skills and talents
that the rehabilitation of a handicapped person will be enhanced.

In

that a team evaluation of a client does not usually rely, in total, upon
previous external findings, there is the likelihood that the team will
serve more severely disabled persons.

Winter indicates that a team

approach used in making decisions about acceptance or rejection of
applicants for rehabilitation services may provide the impetus for more
acceptance and liberal views about clients and may thus prov lde for
more extensive delivery of rehabilitation services to individuals with
severe conditions. 2 In addition~ the decision to accept a client for
services, applies added responsibility for carrying out the rehabilitation plan.

Each team member will have an investment in the successful

rehabilitation of the client.
IFrank Whitehouse~ Contemporary Vocational Rehabi 1itation,

Herbert Rusalern and David
Press, 1976), p. ?I5.

r~aTfKln,

eds. (Ne\'1 York:

2Mat~lene I,J nt.er , "The Rehabilitation Team:

Rehabilita on Dec s ions? ,"
4 (1976), 580-586.

~ehabi1Hat;on

NevJ York University

l\ Ca

lyst to Ris

Counseling Bulletin, XII, No.
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It was recognized during the Sixth Institute on Rehabilitation
Issues that the application of engineering in rehabilitation necessitated a team.

In fact, rehabilitation engineer"ing was defined as:

". • • . engineering to improve the quality of life of disabled
persons through a team approach to rehabilitation combining
medicine, engineering, psychology, counseling and other rehabil'itation disciplines. 1l 1
.
A rehabilitation engineer was further described as:
II
•••
a prof'ess tonat involved in the analysis, design, manufacture, and al ter-ati on of adaptive equi pment for di sab 1ed
persons. The work involves discussions w~th physicians, therapists, counselors, evaluato~, and other rehabilitation professionals to evaluate and improve the quality of life for disabled
persons. II£:'

Another integral member of this team is the rehabilitation counselor.

In many respects, this team member functions as a traditional

rehabil-itation counselor with intakes, vocational counseling, and vocational evaluation consuming much of one's time.

However, the counselor

serving on a comprehensive rehabilitation team will need to determine
the clientls ability to physically function.

For proper job matching, a

rehabilitation counselor must be able to make or acquire detailed evaluation of the client's skills and abilities.

The diagnosis alone will

not be of much use unless the counselor has had several years of experience and even then there may be individual differences within a disability group.

From time to time, there may be a new diagnosis that the

counselor has never heard of.

The important thing is to find out how

the client physically functions.

3

lSixth Institute on Rehabilitation Issues, p. 10.
2Ibid"

p, 17.

3Elizabeth C. High, "The Couns eIor ' s Role in the Functional
uation of Severely Disabled Persons,11 Region III, Short-Term Training
Program, March 7-10, 1978, ~vashington, D.C., pp , 2-13.

1-
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As previously identified, Usdane was apparently suggesting that
a placement specialist have a place on a multi-discipline rehabilitation
team.

Vlitnin a rehabilitation team, the placement specialist can be a

dynam-ic source for change; for increasing employer's interest and
receptivity; and for assisting both the client and the counselor in attaining increased confidence in the severely disabled person's capacity
to succeed in employment.
Zauger saw rehabilitation placement as a separate entity wi thtn
the rehabilitation process.
part of the team.

"The placement specialist is an integral

With on-going, long-term involvement with clients and

counselors, the specialist can gain insight and provide input. 1
The Iowa Facility Placement Team, which is the focus of this
study, is a product not only of the Job Development Laboratory at George
Washington University, but also of the placement-related developments
for the last quarter century.

It should not be surprising that the Iowa

effort in rehabilitation engineering placement came shortly after the
establishment of the Drake University Rehabilitation Placement Specialist
Program.

As such, this study will be taking advantage of the many con-

tributions of the rehabilitation professionals that have contributed to
rehabilitation placement research and writings in the past.

Hopefully,

the results of this study will enhance the literature for rehabilitation
professionals dedicated to the placement of severely disabled persons
within productive and profitable employment.

lRosal"ind R. Zauger, "Reconceptualization of the Placement Process
for the Severe1 Disabled ." P
r pre s ent ed at
n
hens t ve Vocat ionel
abilitation
r Severely Dis
3-5, 1975, \'!ash-ington, D.C., pp. 173-174.

renee for
reled
rs ons, December

Chapter 3
METHODOLOGY
This chapter will describe the process followed in conducting
this study.

Specifically, the sample selection fOI!" the control group

will be discussed as will the procedures used for data col l ection and
analysis.
Process
To determine if the placement rate of severely disabled persons
can be increased by the use of a multi-discipline team, a comparison
was made between the placement ready severely disabled clients assigned
to a multi-discipline team and the placement ready severely disabled
clients assigned to rehabilitation counselors in similar metropolitan
settings and employment markets.
The aspect of being placement ready suggests that clients have
completed their physical and/or mental restoration as well as any
vocational training that was a part of their individualized written
rehabilitation plan.

The Rehabilitation Service Administration has

designated this as being "Status 20" within the total rehabilitation
process.

This standardized concept of being placement ready was used

for clients assigned to both the multi-discipline team (experimental
group) and the standard rehabilitation counselors (control group).
Of course, the placement of severely disabled persons could be
improved wi th unl imi ted resources requiring 1arge amounts of money.
30
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However, most state rehabilitation agencies find it necessary to deal
with rather finite resources.

Disabled persons and rehab il itation pro-

fessionals are turning to the technological devices and techniques that
have reduced many barriers.
a substantial price tag.

These techniques and devices usually carry

It is at this point that the probl ems of

placing severely disabled persons are compounded.
As a means of determining the cost-effectiveness of the use of
a multi-discipline rehabilitation

team~

the cost of serving both the

successful and unsuccessful c1 ients for both the experimental and the
control groups was measured.

Average comparisons were made between the

money, t ime , material and labor expended for the experimental and
contra 1 groups.
For the purpose of this study, data was collected from the
control and experimental groups for a period of nine months.
Sample Selection
All severely disabled clients referred to the multi-discipline
team that were placement ready were accepted as a part of the experimental group.

Further, any severely disabled clients assigned to the

team who "'Jere not, but subsequently became placement ready were also
counted as a part of the experimental group.

It should be emphasized

that the cl ients served by the mul ti-discipl ine team \'Jere, for the
most part, more physically than mentally or emotionally disabled.

The

primary disabil ity along wi th the secondary disability was 1isted as a
part of the regular Rehabilitation Service Administration's record
keeping system.

In the case of the multi-discipline team, the clients

selected for the study generally had a primary disability
physical.

was
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The control group consisted of an equal number of severely disabled c lients from the Cedar Rapids, Iowa City, Counc i] Bluffs, and
Sioux City metropol Han areas.

As each c1 ient was accepted from the

multi-discipl ine team as a part of the experimental group, a similar
selection was made from the group of severely disabled clients in the
Cedar Rapids, Iowa City, Council Bluffs, and Stoux City areas.

Similar

pr-imary disabil ities were sought to match the experimental group by

using the major sub-categories of disabil Hies as establ ished by the
Rehabilitation Service Administration.
Although it was anticipated that the experimental and control
groups waul d each have between 35 and 50 cl i ents accepted into pl acement

ready status within

a

ten-month period, only fourteen matched

pairs were obtained.
Da ta

Co 11 ec t ion

Performance of the control and experimental groups was measured
by the number of their successful and unsuccessful placements when
compared to the number of placement ready clients receiving services.
As previously mentioned, a successful placement was established when
the job knowledge and skills of a severely disabled client matched the
requirements of an identifiable occupation and the client remained
within that occupation for a minimum of 60 days.

An unsuccessful

placement, for the purpose of this study, occurred when a client's
casefile was closed in a non-rehabilitated status, they failed to
complete the minimum of 60 days on the job, or they failed to obtain
employment with-in the time frame of the study.
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In order to deternrine a cost comparison between the experimental and control sroups., the following items were measured:
1.

The earn inq potential (over a 12-month period) of placed

2.

The cost of the materials necessary for placement; and

3.

The amount of staff time spent as determined by the

clients;

number of hours devoted to the placement of a specific client.
Although most of the variables for the clients were obtainable
through the Rehab i l itation Service Administration IS data call ection
system, a separate file was maintained for each c l ient in both the
experimental and control groups.

The question of staff time devoted

to placement of clients in both groups required a special data collection effort.

A monthly data collection form was submitted to the

team coordinator for the experimental group and to the rehab i l itation
supervisor for the control group.

This data collection form focused

on:

1.

The % of staff time devoted to specific cl ients; and

2.

The cost of the materials devoted to the placement of a

specific client.
Analysis of Data
The clients in the experimental and control groups were
closely matched in terms of their disability type~ age, sex, and rehabilitation potential.

The sign test was applied to these matched

pairs and the direction of the differences was discerned between each
pair.

In that the sampled pairs numbered fewer than 25, a table of

Probab i l ities Associated with Values as Small as Observed Values of x
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in the Binomial Test was used to interpret the probability of x. 1
The placement data collected from the observat.ions of the
control and experimental groups are displayed in positive and negative
columns.

Clients placed successfully received a positive sign and

clients unsuccessfully placed received a negative sign.

The signifi-

cance of the sign test was determined in a manner similar to that seen
in the Wilcoxon test.

It is emphasized that only the direction~ and

not the size of the differences, was measured between the matched pairs.
A significance level beyond the 0.05 level It/as chosen to reject

the null hypothesis relating to the positive effectiveness of the
multi-discipline team.
Once the question of efficiency was determined, the data
collected from the Rehabilitation Service Administration and the data
call ect ion form was used to answer the null hypo thes is on costeffectiveness.
In that the severely disabled clients in the control and
experimental groups were matched by characteristics relating to the
type and severity of their

disabilities~

their age. sex, and rehabili-

tation potential. it was necessary to calculate the coefficient of
correlation between the selection cr i ter ia.
variances, an F test was used.

To insure homogeneity of

The calculated F value was compared

against a .05 critical value of the "F distribution table".

Unless

the calculated F equaled or exceeded the appropriate F critical value,
it was assumed that the variances were homogeneous and the difference
was not significant.

1W• James Po am, Educational Statistics: Use and In
1ion (NevI' York: Harpel' & Row Publishers. Inc •• 1967 • p , 407.

re te-
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The t test for mean difference was used to determine the 5ignificance of the cost-effectiveness variables of the control

and

experimental gr'oups.

t ::; -----....:....----::.

j

s~> ~:- 2r~;-~2

A significa.nce level beyond the 0.05 level was required to
reject the null-hypothesis relating to the positive cost-effectiveness
of the rehabilitation team.

Chapter 4
ANAL YSIS OF DATA

Introduction
This study investigated the relationship between the rehabilitation placement services provided by a multi-discipline rehabilitation
team and those traditional placement services of a state vocational
rehabilitation agency.

These relationships were examined with respect

to the effectiveness of the two rehabilitation placement models as
identified by the placement rates for the models.

Further, the rela-

tionship of the cost effectiveness of these two service models was also
examined. This chapter provided an analysis of the data collected for
testing the hypotheses that formed the basis of this study,
divided into the following sections:

It is

1) inferential statistics for

effectiveness and cost effectiveness measures; and 2) testing the research hypotheses.
Inferential Statistics for Effectiveness and Cost
EffectTVeness Measures
The selection of the sample for both the experimental and
control groups centered on an approximate matching of the disability
codes, age, sex, and rehabilitation potential.

If, in the selection

of sample cas e f i Ies , an approximate match could not be obtained, the
casefiles were subsequently excluded from the study.

Table I shows the

similarity of the matched pairs via the selection criteria.

It also

prov i des information on the success of the placement initiatives.
36
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TABLE 1
Comparison of Selection Criteria and Placement
Results of Control and Experimental Groups
.
Rehabilitation Team (Experimental) = x
Traditional VR Services (Control) = y

-

...-

Matched
Pairs

.....

I Disability
Code

Age

xl
Yl

358
380

22

x2
Y2

315
379

x3
Y3
x4
Y4
x5

Y5

33

I Sex

Rehab.
Potential

I
Placed

1
1

1
1

yes
yes

24

2
I

1
1

yes
no

300
300

44
39

1

2

2

2

yes
yes

339
312

44

2
2

3
3

yes
yes

361
361

20

1

2

15

1

1

yes
no

2

1

no
yes

19

53

,

x6

370

21

Y6

360

17

2
2

x7
Y7

409
303

40
37

1
1

1
2

yes
yes

x8
Y8
x9
Y9
x10
YlO

360
360

49
28

2
2

2

no
no

434
434

47
43

1
1

3
1

yes
no

318
303

32
27

2
1

2
3

no
no

21

2

19

1

3
1

yes
no

314
318

21
32

2

2

1

3

yes
no

339
378

I 32

2

2
1

yes
no

2

yes
no

2

,"-

xll
Yll
x12
Y12
x13
Y13
-------x14
Y14

301
300
,

....

--------._-,~.~

----.~-~

319
316

25

.....

1

'-.--+----- ~-

22
23

1
1

2
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TABLE 2
Rehabil itation Service Administration Disability
Codes for Clients in Both Experimental and
Control Groups
ORTHOPEDIC DEFORMITY OR FUNCTIONAL

rr~PAIRr~ENT

5

EXCEPT AMPUTATIONS

Impairment involving three or more limbs or entire body, due to:
300
301
303
312
314
315
316
318
319

Cerebral Palsy
Congenital malformations or other and ill-defined birth
injury
Other diseases, infectious and non-infectious, other
infections (including local), a~d other neurological and
mental diseases (excluding code 630~ epilepsy)
Intracranial hemorrhage~ embolism, and thrombosis (stroke)
Poliomyelitis
Muscular dystrophy
Multiple sclerosis
Accidents and injuries involving the spinal cord
All other accidents, injuries~ and poisonings

Impairment involving one upper and one lower limb (including side),
due to:
339

All other accidents, injuries, and poisonings

Impairment involving one or both upper limbs (including
fingers, and thumbs), due to:
358

hands~

Accidents and injuries involving the spinal cord

Impairment involving one or both lower limbs (including feet and
toes), due to:
360
361
370
378
379

Cerebral Palsy
Conaenital malformations and ill-defined birth injury
Art~ritis and rheumatism
Accidents and injuries involving the spinal cord
All other accidents, injuries, and poisonings

Other and ill-defined impairments (including trunk, back, and spine),
due to:
380

Cerebral Palsy
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TABLE 2 (continued)
ABSENCE OR A~1PUTATION OF MAJOR AND l\lINOR NErt1BERS

Loss of at least one upper and one lower major extremity (including
hands, thumbs, and feet), due to:
409

Accidents, injuries, and poisonings

Loss of one or both major lower extremities (including feet), due to:
434

Di seas es , infectious and non-t nfect ious (i ncl udi ng peri phera 1
vascular, diabetes, tuberculosis of bones and joints), and
infections (including gangrene)

The non-parametric sign test was applied to this study to distinguish the difference in placement rates of the rehabilitation placement services of the control and experimental groups.

The sign test was

deemed appropriate as a measure for this considering that the related
samples were measured only in terms of their successful or non-successful
placement rather than any quantitative measure relating to those placement statistics.
Analysis of cost effectiveness came through the use of a t test
for the mean differences of the control and experimental groups.
Specifically, the correlated sample t test was used to measure this
aspect of effectiveness.
To insure that the clients in the control and experimental
groups were homogeneous, a calculated coefficient of correlation was
conducted between the selection criteria.
variances, an F test was used.

To insure homogeneity of

The null hypothesis of equal variability

would be retained for each of the selection criteria if significant F1s
were not obt.ained.
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The test for the assumption of homogeneity of var-iance for age
indicated

~hat

the F test was not significant and that.the postulated

null hypothesis relating to the variability of age was accepted.
TABLE 3
Test for the Assumption of Homogeneity
of Variance for Age
x

= Experimental

Group
y = Control Group

N

Mean

Variance

x

14

34.4

138.388

y

14

28.2

82.597

F*

1.675

df = N-1 == 13
P.05 -- 2.58
(Not significant - null hypothesis that there
is no difference between the groups regarding
age is retained.)

*F test - tests the homogeneity of variance.

Another selection criteria for the sample groups was rehabilitation potential.

Distinguished by the rehabil itation counselor, the

rehabilitation potential is essentially determined as being high,
moderate, or low, corresponding numerically from 1 to 3.

A degree of

equality of rehabilitation potential was sought in terms of the assignment of the cases to the control and experimental groups.
for the homogenei ty of the vari ance

was

not s i gni fi cant;

The F test
subsequent l y,

this suggested that the nUll hypothesis, which establishes that there
is no difference
is accepted.

tween the groups regarding rehabilitation

tential.

TABLE 4

Test for the Assumption of Homogeneity of Variance
of Rehabilitation Potential

x = Experimental Group
y= Control Group
N

Mean

Variance

x

14

1.7

.42857

y

14

2.0

.63265

F*

1.476

df : : N-1 = 13
P.05 : : 2.58
(Not significant - null hypothesis that there is
no difference between the groups regarding rehabilitation potential is retained.)
*F test - tests the homogeneity of variance.

There may be some question as to whether the F test should be
used to determine homogeneity of variance in this situation in that we
may not have a true interval scale in the one, two, three rating.
With this consi.deration, a 2 x 3 contingency table using a Chi square
test was used in place of the F test.

The results of the Chi square

corresponds with the F test in that this test is not significant supporting the fact that we can accept the null hypothesis that there is
no difference between the groups regarding rehabilitation potential.
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TABLE 5

Chi. Square- Observed and Expected Frequencies of
Individual Subjects Falling in Each of the Three
Possible Conditions of Rehabilitation Potential

-N

1

2

3

x

14

3(5)

8(6)

3(3)

Y

14

7(5)

4(6)

3(3)

Both Groups

28

10

12

6

A Chi-square test was used to determine whether the frequency of the
conditions of rehab i l t'tat ion potential of the selected clients differed among the two treatment groups. The obtained x2 := 2.934~ df =
2, was not significant at the .05 level.

Another means of matching the pairs between the experimental
and control groups was sex.

Unlike the previous

criteria~

sex does not

lend itself to an F test as it provides only a dichotomous scale; male,
female. The greatest difference would be 1 + 12 = 1 or l/n. A significant finding would not be possible.

Preferably, sex could be dropped

as a variable in selection; however, the actual matching of the pairs
took sex into account.
test could be used.

To test for homogeneity, a binomial or a sign

The author, in this

situation~

selected a sign test.

In contrast to the previous selection criteria, the sign test rejects the
null hypothesis that there is no difference between the groups regarding
sex.

It is interesting to note that the experimental group included more

women who are older and who are generally considered to have less rehabilitation potential.
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TABLE 6

Results of Sign Test Used to Test the Homogeneity of
Sex in the Control and Experimental Groups
(l

Matched Pair Number

= rna 1e; 2

=

fema 1e)

Direction of Difference

1

1

=1

o

2

1

<2

+

3

2

)

4

2

=2

5

1 = 1

6

2 = 2

o
o
o

7

1 =1

o

8

2

=2

9

1

=1

o
o

10

1

<2

+

11

1

<2

+

12

1 <: 2

+

13

1 < 2

+

14

1

=1

o

1

Evaluation of the sign test indicates that there is a significant
difference between sexes of the experimental and control groups
at the .05 level.

A summary of the hypothesis used to insure homogeneity of the
control and experimental groupS is presented in Table VII.
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TABLE 7

Summary Table of Sampl e Sel ect ion Hypotheses
ACTION
1.

2.

3.

There is no difference between
the control and the experimental
group regarding age.

Retained

There is no difference between
the control and the experimental
group regarding rehabilitation
potential.

Retained

There is no difference between
the control and the experimental
group regarding sex.

Rejected

Testing the Research Hypotheses
The present study focused upon two major research hypotheses.
The sign test was used to study the placement of severely disabled
persons served by a multi-disdpline team and those served by traditional rehabilitation placement methods.

In this analysis, a positive

sign was given to each client placed by either the experimental or the
control group.

In turn, a negative sign was given to any client that

was not placed or was placed unsuccessfully in either of these two
groups.

Further, an additional analysis was made of the relative cost

effectiveness of the services provided to both the control and experimental groups.

The factors served to make a determination of the cost

of the placement services.
1.

These three factors were:

the amount of staff time devoted to the placement services

for each of the clients;
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2.

the cost of the materials or equipment required to assist

in placement; and
3.

the potential annual income of all those clients who were

placed in either group.
To determi ne or to equate the val ue of staff time devoted to
the placement of each client, a standard figure of $8 an hour was
utilized to establish this cost figure.
Analysis of these two main hypotheses fo l Iow:
Research Hypothesis 1: The rate of placement of severely
disabled persons served by a multi-discipline team consisting of a
bio-engineering technician, a placement specialist, and a general
rehabilitation counselor is not higher than the rate of placement
using the traditional placement methods of a state rehabilitation
agency.

This hypothesis was tested by a sign test which was applied

to two related samples.

The statistics utilized to test Hypothesis 1 are presented in
Tabie VIII.
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TABLE 8

Resul ts of Sign Test Used to Test the P'lacement Differences
Between the Control and Experimental Groups
Matched Pair Number

Direction of Difference
x
y

Sign

1

yes

yes

o

2

yes

no

+

3

yes

yes

o

4

yes

yes

o

5

yes

no

+

6

no

yes

7

yes

yes

8

no

no

o
o

9

yes

no

+

10

no

no

o

11

yes

no

+

12

yes

:10

+

13

yes

no

+

14

yes

no

+

Evaluation of these data by the Sign Test indicates there is a
difference between the control and experimental groups and that
with a one-tail ed probabil ity of .035 and an n of 8 the null
hypothesis was rejected.

Table VIII illustrates that with a sign test and an n of 8 and
a probability of .035 that the null hypothesis is rejected indicating
that there is a d i ff'erence between the placement rates of the rehabil itation team and the traditional l~eh
the state rehabilitation agency.

i1 itation plact:ment methods of

Considering the direction of this
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difference, the special ized rehab t l f tat ton team is able to distinguish
itself at the .05 level in the placement of its clients over the placement of clients resulting from the traditional placement methods of the
state rehab l l itation agency.
Research Hypothesis 2: The cost effectiveness of a multidiscipline team consisting of a bio-engineering technician, a placement
specialist, and a general rehabilitation counselor in the placement of
severely disabled persons is not greater than the cost effectiveness
using the traditional placement methods of a state rehabilitation
agency.
TABLE 9
Projected Salary and Material/Labor Costs
of Control and Experimental Groups
Experimenta1 (team)
(Projected (Labor (Material
Sa1ary) Costs) Costs)
Xl

x2
x3
x4
X

s

x6
x
7
xg
x9
xlO
XlI
xl 2
xl 3
xl4

17160
8840

676*

272
125
84

0
90
1100

123

0
16

53

0

25
0
0
8

7956

218
25
256
80
208
352
320

10868

440

6968
7280
0
8840
0

15600
0
13832
6864

72

*Hol1lebound Employment

2510

40

25
12

Control (traditional approach)
(Projected (Labor (Material
Salary) Costs) Costs)
Yl
Y2
Y3
Y4
Y5
Y6
Y7

yg
Yg
YlO
Yll
Y12
Y13
Y14

9204
0
4888
260*
0
7904
5200
0
0
0

68
24
40
56

0
0

104

0
0
0

0
0

0

36
20
92
40
132
22
14

0

11

0

0

30

0

0

0

190
0
0
0
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To obtain the cost-effectiveness "'t'
f or each
I a 10

group~

the cost of

the staff time (A) and the cost of the materials (B) w~re added and
then divided by the projected annual income of the placed clients (C).
"A

+B
c"

The statistics utilized to test Hypothesis 2 are presented in
Table' X.
TABLE 10
Compar-ison of the Cost-Effectiveness Ratio of Two t1ethads
of Providing Rehabilitation Placement Services
M

(Cost/Income Ratio)

so

(Experimental) Multi-Discipline
Team

.1573

.4614

(Control) Traditional Method

.0170

.0571

Group

t

1.13*

*Not significant at the .05 level for a one-tailed test.

Table X indicates that there is not a sufficient difference in
cost-effectiveness ratios of the control and experimental groups to
reject the null hypotheses (t

=

1.13, df '" 13, p.05

=

L 77).

A summary of the findings is presented in Table XI.

The first

main hypotheses concerning the placement rate of the two rehabilitation
placement methods was rejected at the .05 level of significance.

The

main hypotheses concerning the cost effectiveness of the two rehabil itation placement methods remained tenable at the .05 level of significance.

The homogene tty of the control and experimental groups was

ass urcd thro

h the

U~,

0

\e F tcs t

n

L'

Oi

the selection and C\ssignmcnt of the sample population.

C r i t 2 i a used

Further, the

r
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TABLE 11

Summary Table for t1ajor Research Hypotheses
Retained
1.

z:

The rate of placement of severely
disabled persons served by a
specialized rehabilitation team
is not higher than the rate of
placement using the traditional
placement methods of a state
rehabilitation agency.
The cost effectiveness of a
specialized rehabilitation team
in the placement of severely
disabled persons is not greate~
than the cost effectiveness uSlng
the traditlonal placement methods
of a state rehabilitation agency.

Rejected

x

x

Chapter 5
SUMt1£.l,RY ~ CONCLUSIONS, AND RECor,1MENDATIONS

This chapter contains a summary of the findings of this study
as well as the concl us-ions and recommendations for future research.
The purpose of this study was to determine if the placement of
severely physically disabled persons could b'e improved through the
utilization of a multi-discipline team consisting of a

bio~engineering

technician, a placement specialist, and a general rehabilitation
counselor.

Further, the study sought to determine if the services of

this multi-discipline team in placing severely disabled clients would
be as cost effective as those rehabilitation placement methods traditionally utilized by state vocational rehabilitation agencies in serving
the severely disabled.
This study was conducted in five major metropolitan areas in
the state of Iowa.

The subjects for the study were twenty-eight

severely disabled clients who had completed the initial stages of rehabilitation or restoration and were either experiencing or waiting
rehabil itation placement services.

All severely disabled clients

referred to the multi-discipline team that were placement ready were
considered initially to be a part of the experimental group,

Any

severely disabled clients assigned to the team after the initiation of
the study were also counted as part of the experimental group,

Following

the selection of the experimental group, a computer search was used to
seek comparable c1 ien

in other metropol tt.an areas of Iowa to create a
50
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control qroup,

r·1atches between the experimental group members and the

control gt'oup members were sought on common disabilities ,age, sex,
and rehab l l t tatIon potential.

If an appropriate match could not be

establ ished for each experimental qroup member, the client was excluded
from the study.

The 14 pat rs of cl tents were observed for the fi rst 9

months of 1981.

In order to distinguish the difference between the two placement rates of the control and experimental groups, the sign test was
used.

A positive sign was applied for each client successfully placed

within the framework of the study.

In turn, a negative sign was appl ied

to each client who was unsuccessfully placed or who was not placed at
all.
To compare the cost effectiveness of the two placement methods,

a carrel ated t test was used to determine the mean differences of the
cost of pl acement for the two groups.

To establ ish a cost figure for

the placement activities of the two groups, the fol lowinq items were
cons tder-ed:

1.

cost of the time expended by VR staff members on rehabil 1ta-

t ion placement activities (established at $8 per hour);
2.

the cost of material and/or equipment required for place-

ment; and

3.

the projected annual salary for each client placed.

SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS
The hypotheses established for this study are stated below:
The first hypothesis focused on the placement rate of severely

dis

led clients for each of the two placement methods.

The second
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hypothesis sought to establ ish the cost effectiveness of a multidiscipl ine team which utilized low cost bio-engineering techniques.

The

following hypotheses were tested at the .05 level of significance.
Research Hypotheses 1:

The rate of placement of severely diS-

abled persons served by a multi-discipline team consisting of a bioengineering technician, a placement specialist, and a general rehabil itation counselor 'is not higher than the rate of placement using the
traditi anal placement methods of a state rehabil i tat ion agency. Th is
hypothesis was rejected at the .05 level due to the value of the
computed sign tes t wh i ch had a probabil i ty of .035.
Research Hypothesis 2:

The cost effectiveness of a rehabilita-

tion team consisting of a bio-engineering technician, a placement
specialist, and a general rehabilitation counselor in the placement of
severely disabled persons is not greater than the cost effectiveness
using the traditional placement methods of a state rehabilitation
agency.

This hypothesis was accepted at the .05 level utilizing a one-

tailed correlated t test.
In the selection and assignments of subjects for the experimental
and control groups, several tests were conducted on the selection criteria to insure that the groups were homogeneous.

As subjects of the

two groups were paired, matches were sought in terms of the sub] ects
disabil t ty , rehabil i tation potential, sex, and age.

I

The Rehabilitation

Services Administration's disability codes were used in the initial
pairing of subjects between the two groups.

Further, the remaining

selection criteria were tested at the .05 level to insure that both the
pairs and the groups were evenly matched.
each of the selection cr i
cant difference

With the exception of sex,

ria established that

re was no sign;

the groups regarding the criteria used for
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selection.

The sign test was used to establi

for the two groups.

the homogeneity of sex

The result of this test was significant with the

results indicating that there was a greater number of women assigned to
the experimental group when comparing the sex of the subje~ts assigned
to the two groups.

When the difference relating to the homogeneity cf

sex between the two groups was di scoverad, this was compared wi th the
other selection criteria, and it wad found that more women who were
older and who were considered to have less rehabilitation potential,
were assigned to the experimental group (i.e., multi-discipline team).
The results of the testing for the research hypotheses plainly
indicated that a multi-discipline team utilizing low cost bio-engineering
techniques can significantly improve the placement of severely physically
disabled cl ients in productive employment.

The results of the testing

for the selection criteria reinforces this finding by suggesting that the
subjects assigned to the multi-discipline team were slightly more difficul t to pl ace when compa red to the subj ects of the control group even
though only the sex difference in the selection criteria was significant.
The hypothesis concerning the cost-effectiveness between the two
rehabil itati on pl acement methods was tested through the use of a onetailed correlated t test.
ness was not rejected.

The null hypothesis relating to cost-effective-

In fact, a comparison of the cost-benefit ratios

of the experimental and control gY'OUpS illustrates that the control group
had a better cost-effectiveness ratio than the experimental group.
Although the study only dealt with the placement activities
of the two groups, it is interesting to note that the total costs of
rehabil itation case services for the control and experimental groups were
nearly

j

den t f ca l ,

(Experimental case service costs

==

$18,102; Control
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case service costs = $17,712).

The total case service costs reflect the

costs to the state vocational rehabilitation agency for the entire rehabi l itation process (excl uding labor costs) to include placement.

With

that consideration, the overall cost effectiveness for the experimental
group waul d have undoubtedly been gr,eater than the control group.
Further, the longer the placed cl ients are employed, the more cost
effective the experimental group becomes.
CONCLUSIONS

Two general conclusions can be drawn from the findings of this
study.

They are:

1.

Through the utilization of low cost bio-engineering tech-

niques, in combination with personnel skilled in rehabilitation placement and rehabilitation counseling, the movement of severely physically
disabl ed persons into productive employment, can be improved. By
establishing this type of mUlti-discipline team as a regular component
of a state vocational rehabilitation agency service delivery system,
services cannot only be improved, but the intangible, psychological
benefits to the disabled persons may be greatly enhanced; and
2.

The cost effectiveness of a multi-discipline team over the

traditional rehabilitation placement methods of a state's vocational
rehabilitation agency cannot be fully substantiated.
These l'esults support the application of low cost bio-engineering
techniques through the use of a multi-disciplinary team in the rehabilitation process.

As the "worl d of work" becomes more technical and/or

complex, the response of vocational rehabilitation administrators will
need to inclu

new and innovative developments within the rehabilitation

service delivery system.

Certainly, one of these new innovations could
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be a specialized rehabilitation team utilizingbio-engineering techniques.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Based upon the results and generalizations derived from this
study, future researchers might address themselves to the following
suggestions and recommendations:
1.

Studies are needed which replicate this study to evaluate

the generalization of the findings;
2.

Studies are needed to further investigate the cost-benefit

ratio of a multi-discipline placement team utilizing low cost bioengineering techniques when compared to the traditional rehabil itation
placement methods of vocational rehabilitation agencies;
3.

Studies are needed to evaluate the psychological effects of

severely physically disabled persons in response to the availability of
bio-engineering services leading to employment;
4.

Studies of a longitudinal nature are needed to determine if

severely disabled persons who are placed with the aid of a multidiscipline team, which utilizes bio-engineering techniques, have a
greater likelihood of moving further up the career ladder;
5.

Studies are needed to determine the effect of the bio-engineer

on the services to the physically disabled earlier (prior to placement)
in the rehabilitation process;
6.

Studies are needed to determine the best way to fully inte-

grate the services of a

multi~disc;pline

team within the regular reha-

bilitation servi(e delivery system;
7.

Studies are needed to determine the best or the most

efficient combination of rehabilitation professionals with specialized
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disciplines within the regular rehabilitation service delivery system;
8.

Studies are needed to determine the effectiveness of a multi-

discipline team~ utilizing bio-engineering techniques, in a private
proprietorship rehabilitation program;
9.

Studies are needed to determine the effectiveness of a multi-

discipline team, utilizing bio-engineering techniques, in an internal
rehabilitation program of a major business or corporation.

(There may

even be a possible application of rehabilitation bio-engineering techniques in the prevention of disabilities and other general health and
safety concerns.); and
10.

Studies are needed to establish an equitable prioritization

of rehabilitation services to the disabled when the availability of
finite rehabilitation resources are so limited that all those eligible
for vocational rehabilitation services cannot be adequately served.
These re conmenda t inns may provide additional information to
rehabilitation administrators enabling them to more fully utilize the
personnel and material resources available to them in serving our
country's vocational disabled population.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONREGION Vll
324 EAST 11TH STREET
ELEVEN OAK HUILDING
KANSAS
M1SSOU}U b410b

crrv.
November 4, 1981

REGIO~Al

TO:

OFFICE MEMORANDUM NO.

J.

4-82

~1r.

Jerry L. Starkweather J
Mr. G~briel R. EiNmon; / /
Dr.
Mr. t~1111a8~/:<eJth/~/
Hr.
Dr. Jason'i
~r.

Aitc1V< .

Isaa~~'hn~oO~?o~;

FROM:

John i1. Taylor
Richard .A. Schutz
Charles 1. St.evens
James S. Nyman

Commissioner

JI'!~ehayj){t'a~/~:m'-SeY'VlcesAdministration
SlJI3J::C{ Reque~t for Information on Placement Activities
As I'/e reported to you at the recent State Directors' meeting and as Commissioner
Conn confirmed during his teleconference during that meeting, the number one
priority for RSA is placement. This has, of course, a lways been the ultimate
aim of all vocational rehabilitation services, but never before have we placed
as strong an emphasis on it as \"'€ are nOvi doing.
During our
is er.gaged
additional
send to us

meeting, we sol i c t ted from each of you activities in v.hich your agency
which enhance the placement process. We viou ld nO\'1 like to request soce
information, your agency's activities relative to placement.
the t o l l owi nq information by December ~198L ..

1.

Your agency's written pol icies and procedures on placement tnc Ivd inq ,
but not lintlted to, manual chapters, memoranda to staff, position
descriptions of persons responsible for placement, etc.

2.

Any special instruments developed to analyze potential of clients for
p l acement or area of employment client should enter.

3.

Any reports you have initiated in the area of placement.

4.

~~J' ~~eciJ1

placement.

:tudics

you~ age~c~'

play

haV0

~tpd

in the area of
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January 22, 1981
TO:

Ruth Ruden Burrows, Supervisor, CRREU
William Bristow, Supervisor, Cedar Rapids
Orville Townsend, S
isor, Iowa City

FROH:

tv1ar'vin L Tooman
Chief of Placement

RE:

Data Collection for Research Paper

Attached you will find a copy of the methodology for data collection
relating to the research effort that I visited with you about on the
telephone. I certainly appreciate your willingness to assist in this
effort. You, of course, will note one major deviation from It/hat I I ve
suggested in the paper. On Page 28, I I ve suggested that a weekly
questionnaire be sent to the rehabil itation counselor for the control
group. In actual i ty , there will be a number of counselors involved
with the "con tro l group c l ients ". Further, I'm hoping to be able to
avoid having the counselors working wi th the "control group clients",
know that they are part of any research effort. This is done to
avoid the "Hawthorne Effect". (Experiencing a change due merely to
the impact of the investigator.) In turn, I will personally be collectin9 the data from the experimental group.
I'm anticipating that the information that you "Jill be collecting for
each "control group client" will be quite simple. (I like things
that way l ) Primari ly, the amount of weekly sta ff time devoted to a
particular client is about all that I need. Once a client has been
identified, you will be notified and you 1 l 1 receive a card each week
to recor-d this information and return to me. If there's anything
unusual about the case, you'll also be able to record that.
If you should have any questions about this research effort, please
don't hesitate to contact me. To insure that everything is on "an
even keel", I III be getting in touch with you again before \'Je get
started.
MLT/bh
Attachment

APPENDIX C
DATA COLLECTION FORMS
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WEEKL Y CLIENT INFORMATION - CONTROL GROUP
.
.
_
COUNSELOR #

CASEFILE 1/

HOURS OF STAFF TmE
bEVOTED TO CLIENT

_

COST OF MATERIALS;
EQUIPI1ENT

COI-lMENTS :

PLACEMENT DATE

SALARY

_

~

_

OOT ,

_

TOTAL TIME IN 14I20

_

WEEKLY CLIENT INFORlilATlOIi - F. P. T.
CASEFILE ,

_
HOURS FOR
HOURS FOR

TOTAL HOURS
SPENT

WEEK

HOURS FOR

COUNSELOR

PLACEMENT
SPECIALIST

ADAPTIVE
EQUIPMEIiT
SPECIAl 1ST

COST OF
MATERIAlS/
EQUIPMENT

CLIENT

STATUS

COMMENTS:

PLACEMENT DATE

_~.

_

SALARY

_

OOT '

_

TOTAL TIME III 14/20

_
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A quarterly newslettsr from the Job Development
Laboratory, Rehabilitalion Research and Training Center
(RT·S) of The George Washington University. under the project "Comprehensive Job Placement- Models for Slate Vocational Rehabimal/on Agencies," sponsored tn part by The
National lnst!lule of Handicapped Research. Grant No.

11.l-P-5680313-15.

,
No.1 August 1980

In 1978 the Job Development Laboratory
of the Rehabilitation Research and
Training Center (RT-9), The George
Washlngton Univers:l. ty, completed a
three-and-a-half-year research project
in which an innovative job placement
model for severely disabled persons was
designed and tested. Due to the success of this project and the interest
it generated. the Laboratory received a
research grant from the National Institute of Handicapped Research (NIHR) to
test the use of the model by state vocational rehabilitation agencies.
Under this new proj e c t, "Comprehensive
Job Placement Models for State Vocational Rehabllitation Agencies," the
project staff developed placement models. along with staff training packages
which are consistent with the service
delivery capabilities of the state rehabilitation agencies.

The three models presently in use by
participating states
chart below)
include:
(1) the Team Approach in whLch
STATE/
REGION

TEAM

MHO"

the responsibility for the client I s rehabilitation program is shared among
three rehabilitation counselors, each
having res.:p9Dsibility for specific aspects of the rehabilitation program;
(2) The Facilities Team Approach in
which vocational rehabilitation counselors screen and refer clients to a
facili ty which provides specialized evaluation, job development/placement
and engineering services to severely
disabled clients; and (3} The Job
Placement. Specialist Approach in which
a job placement specialist is trained
to coordinate special cornrnunlty services, including job engineering, to
place severely disabled clients in gainful employment.
Agency staff selected by their respective states to implement the new placement models on behalf of their severely
disabled clients (551 and SSDI recipients) received one week of intensive
training from the Laboratory staff at
The George Washington University in the
Fall of 1979. All model programs are
now in operation. This newsletter is
initiated to highlight accomplishments
of the participating states:

FACILITIES
.<"'"

1'001 APPROACH

JOB PLACEMEh'T

SPECIALIST APPROACH

STATE
COORDTNATOR __
-'---

New Hampshire

Phil Waterman

~,gion2.-_

X

V:I.rginia
~:ion III
North Caroline
~~~~11 IV
t1ichigan
Region V

(603)547-3311

X

Milford Walker
X

(804) 257-028:5__

X

Paul Cline
(919) 733-S920

X

James Scott
(51?l373-3978

X

I,

Marvin Tooman

RpfY'lon

-

Tho .Job

VI

{)eVtHO[illler j

l:

2300 Eye Slr'OO!, N W"
Retlllbililatiofl fksoarch <;

.'

(51St281-H5_L

X

X
-~---""""'''.''''''''.",""",,"

""'-'""-<>""~--,

"

-

Air::>l,I".
!y~,
.~,

S YUJ,
." e·h

- ,h,;:wef
E.

"

R Calkins

(20:'1(;76·3;;47)
The George WG!S!"i!1Sj:on un'VBfS"Y
Director, Training and fiesearch Utilil,H,on . D Dow
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JOB DEVELOPMENT ACTIVI'fIES

The ultimate success of "'job placement
lies in the effectiveness of the job
development efforts. A well designed
job development p r og r am must foster education, cooperation, communication,
and motivation of employers and rehabili.tation personnel. All participating states are actively developing
programs in this crucial area of the
job placement process. The following
provide some examples.
The Facility Placement of Iowa has already conducted four employer-seminars.
In all,. 23 representatives of insurance
companies, hospitals, educational institutions, utility companies, banks and
retailers were in attendance. The l!zhour seminars presented employers with
infonnation about physically disabled
persons, examples of jobs that such persons can perform competently, and ways
in which the team can assist employers
to implement successful job placements
through
analysis, client evaluation,
job-client matching, job re-engineering,
and follow-along services. Employers
were also prOVided with short s ummar i.es
of job-ready clients for their consideration in filling job vacancies. The
seminars created such employer interest
that all who attended volunteered to
serve as members of the placement team's
"Employer Advisory Committee." This
committee, which will meet periodically,
will discuss hard-to-place clients, employers' problems, successes and needs
in hiring in general, and employers'
specific needs in the area of hiring the
handicapped. TIle Iowa Facility Placement Team feels that these efforts have
laid the groundwork which will open many
placement opportunities in the future.
In fact, a number of se.erely disabled
clients have already been placed.
Michigan's "Independent Living and Employment Opttons (ILEO)" project has
been me e t.Lng monthly wi th a group known
8S the Fa c ili ties Team P'l.ann Lng Committee . Th~ oorum it tee :Ls
of repr e aon t a t fve s from the Program Dcv81op-ment Offic0 of the 8ureau of Rehabl1i-

t.a t Lon, the Lansing District Office,
the Lansing Metro Local Office. Pechaa
Rehahtli tation Center. Proj ectswith
Industry, the Center for Handicapped
Affairs, and the !LEO team. The coamittee has been working dilige.ntly to
identify and address the problems of
the area's handicapped population as
wen as the concerns of rehabilitation
counselors. This committee has already
established a task force to develop a
"Business·and Industry Council for
Handic.apped Employment." The objectives of this council are to make employers sensitive to the needs of the
handicapped, make the resources available to employers to help meet these
needs, and develop a listing of jobready clients that employers can draw
from in filling job vacancies.
~i!8inia's

Placement Team held its
first employer's seminar on February 1,
1980.

North Carolina's Facility Team held its
first employer's educational seminar on
April 10, 1980. Topics discussed included: abilities of disabled persons,
job tax credit laws and benefits to employers, and the availability of continued services from the team members
to the employers.
The New Halllpshi~~ team is planning a
series of presentations geared towards
job development in the near future.

JOB PLACEMENT ACTIVITIES
The model programs for job placement
have been operational for only a short
time. Hoveve r , some states report that
a ntoober of severely disabled persons
have already benefitted from the specialized placement services now available and have been placed. These include the following.

A 42-year-old man with coronary artery
disease referred himself to

~~rth

...__ l.Cl
._'t; placement te:1l1.l for Qssist.auce in maLn t a
his newly found

position as a marine mechanic for a
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local company in Greenville. Continuation of his employment was contingent on
acquiring his o....m hand
tools. Through client input, comprehensive evaluation and consultation
with the team engineer, tools were located and purchased which are appropriate for the work in whLch this
client will engage. This client, an
SSDI recipient of $650 per month, is
now earning a start:l.ng salary of $22,672
annually.
The North Carolina team counselor assisted in the-~iacernent of a 22-yearold man disabled by multiple fractures
of the lef t and right arms. One week
after this client was interviewed for
a job as a production operator at a local industry, the team counselor followed up with a visit to the company's
personnel manager. The cLient's functional limitations and assets in,relat~on to the job tasks were discussed,
and an explanation of the "targeted job
tax credit law" was prOVided by the
counselor. Through this involvement
the client was hired at a rate of $3.74
per hour, work:lng 30 hours per ""leek.
At the time of placement this client
was receiving
19 per month in Social
Security pa~nents.
Iowa's team reports a number of job
placements. A 30-year-old female client disabled due to a cervical laminectomy in January 1974 was referred
to the Iowa team in November 1979 from
the state ;-gency's f Le Ld counselor.
Comprehensive evaluation revealed that
in spite of limited head movement and
decreased strength in her left arm
and hand, her strengths (e.g., normal
intelligence. ability to write, mobility independence. and pleasant voice
and personality) made her ideally
suited to a receptionist job at the
Headquarters Building of Ardan Corporation. Her major job tasks include
greeting visitors,
the phone,
taking me s s ag e s , and distributing materials w:Hhin the bu Ll.d Lng , She is now
work!
full
at
tarti
salary of $3.75 pcr hour.

A 20-year-old male quadtaplegi.cref erred to the Iowa team was able to
begin full-time employment on January
1, 1980, in the micrographics departmentof the Bankers Life Insurance
Company. His job tasks involve document preparation, camera operation and
quality control using a microfilm/fiche
reader. 'fo enable him to carry out
these tasks productively, it was necessary to modify the fiche reader and
to raise work surfaces for wheelchair
access. This client, known to the
state vocational rehabilitation agency
since March 1975, was receiving $20B}
monthly in SSI payments. He now earns
$560 monthly with full company benefits.

Arlap ted Microf iche Viewer
finger soreness due to continuous contact with metal frame control edge.

Pr~Ele~:

Solution: rubber padded post added
to frame control to eliminate finger
contact with metal edge.

~eslgn/fabrication time:

Fabrication and pho
Facility Placement Team

1.5 hrs.
Iowa's
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In addition to these on-site placements,
the Io~ team also r epor-t.s that a 51year-old female w:tth rheumatoid arthritis has been placed as a telephone
salesperson for a waterproofing/construction company, working from her
home. Rome-based employment was required as a suitable solution to transporting her and her electric wheelchair
to a job site could not be found. Due
to her limited hand dexterity and diminished reach and strength in the
upper extremity, a speaker phone and a
raised desk surface were provided by
the team engineer. By her own choice
she works a six-hour day and is now
earning $3.25 per hour.

REH~B~LITATION ENGINEERING IN THE
VOCATIONAL REllABILITATION PROCESS

The rehabilitation engineers from the
participating states have agreed to
establish a connnunication network to
faciHtate transfer of technical information among participants, the JDL
staff and other interested persons.
The JDI, staff plans to compile this
data and prOVide short summaries describing specific technical problems
and solutions. A composite technical
assistance resource is also planned as
a product of this project. The following summaries represent selected technical problems and solutions compiled
at th:l.s point.

Michig~'s

facility placement team reports that they have assisted in placing two Bureau of Rehabilitation clients disabled by cerebral palsy into
CETA positions. One client began working part-time (30 hours/week) as a
microfilm operator, but will soon be
full-time after building up her physical tolerance. The other client is already working full-time as an assistant
to the microfilm operator. With the
addition of a new microfilm camera,
reachable levers on the microfilm
reader, and a keyguard on the typewriter, the clients are
arming
their jobs satisfactorily.
Virg~nl~~~

placement team recently assisted a 27-year-old male cerebral
palsied client r ea Lize full-time employment as a payroll clerk at the
Department of Housing and Urban
Development. The team had identified
poor interviewing skills and poor attitude BS the major obstacles to this
client's vocational progress. After
many hours of intervlewing practice
using Videotaping and cassettes with
team members and employers, who volunteered thedr t Irne , the team felt he
was ready to beg:!..n actual job interviews. The extra effort paid off.
TIl:l.s client, once a sheltered workshop
employee and a $240/~onth SSDI recipient, now earns ~8,20G 00 Annllal

Modified Microfilm Camera
Problem: a cllent with cerebral palsy
found it difHcult to feed documents
into camera without skewing them.
Solution: height of right hand guide
was-increased to aid client in lining
up documents correctly.
Material Cost:

$ .50

1.5 nrs .
Fabrication and pho
Facility Placement Team

by ~__._
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Elevated Work Surface'"
Problem: existing work table did not
allow easy access of work surface by a
person with spinal cord injury who also
uses an electric wheelchair for mobility.
Solution: standard work surface was
elevated by 3 inches by adding leg
extenders to table. This allowed client to get close enough to his work to
be able to function vTithout strain.
Material Cost:

$ 8.00

Design/fabrication time:

7 hrs.

Spray Can Adapter*
Problem: a client with weak finger dexterity was engaged in
work
but lacked sufficient strength to grip
and press dispenser buttons on disinfectant spray cans.
Solution: a spray can adapter was fabricated which allows for easier grip
and spray nozzle control. The adapter
may be adjusted for cans with other
diameters and head configurations and
can be used by clients who do not have
thumb and pointing finger dexterity.
Material Cost: $10.00
Design/Fabrication time:

Other types of spray can adapters are
available from sources such as
Fred Saw~ons, Inc., Brookfield, IL

*Fabrication and photographs

Facility Placement Team
..

-._---
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-------_
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16 hr s .
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1.

Please comment concerning this issue:

2.

I suggest the following changes in future issues of

--------------InterCom:_~

--------3.

In future issues of
f ollowi ng :

4.

J:j()

y'OU

k n ow

I would like to see I nf orma t.i.on on the
_

~J()nlC'\Jne

Name/Address:

l·!uuld Lik c to receive In t e r Com :

_

6

TV I 8 to be repaired are Lef t
on the floor at the worker's bench;
after repairs are made, the sets are
marked and returned to the Eloor for
storage and pickup. Worker is unable
to lift the TV sets to working height
Bnd back to floor.

Pr'obLem r

Solution: The employer was able to
supply a swiveling roller base for easy
sliding of the sets onto a platform; a
push-button-operated hydraulic lift
under the platform then raises the set
to working height for repair (height
adjustment 4-7/8" - 30~").
~ terial:- Cos-!.-:

Model II 110480 Hydraulic
Scissors Lift: $1,120.00 (Global Equipment
.,6556 Hemlock Drive, Hempstead,
NY 11.550, 800/645-1232); ask for their
catalog.
Design/fabrication time:

HYDRAULIC
SCISSOR UFT
C<.Its fallguo ...
adds produdlvlty
Eoe

fUUBhJJfll

c-c
ass;ertthl'1
H;;1nt!1e-.....

The Job Development Laboratory
The George Washington University
Rehabllilation Research and
Center (FH·9)
2300 Eye Street. NW. Room 420

Washington, D.C. 20031

none

Problem: The team engineer in New Hamp:.
shire has evaluated and identified the
need for equipment/devices to enhance
the functional abilities of their clients including:
adaptations to an engraving machine
to allow a mi.ddle-aged man -with loss
of central v:l.sion due to hemorrhages
to resume a career as a trophy engraver
a lift to assist a wheelchair user
to stow his wheelchair behind the
front seat of his car independently
an IBM selectric type.writer modified
with typing guard for a woman with
cerebral palsy who cannot write man·
ually
specially designed hand tools to increase productivity of a man with
cerebral palsy involved in assembling
hardware on the "uppers ll of boots.
Solutions: Specification for fabrication and/or purchase of necessary
devices have been made and are currently
being provided. Detailed descriptions
of solutions with photographs will appear in the next issue of InterCom.
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THANK YOU
We wish to thank the individuals from fiftv-f ive organizations who took the time to
us feed·
back on our first issue of INTERCOM. We were gratii ied by the positive responses and appreciative of
the excellent suggestions offered to improve future issues Many organizations and individuals have
asked to be added to INHRCOM's mailing list, increasmg our current list from 700 to '1000 recipients.
In addition, a number of organizations have informed LIS that
will be including information from
INTERCOM in their own newsletters, Through IN fl:RCOM we will continue to
the activities
of the five-state model programs participatl!lg in our research project At the request of many readers
we will also
as a regular f('ature, a selected overall statistical summary of each state's
accomplishments in terms of placements (see chart below) to afford readers a wider perspective of
each state program's growth and caseload status,

MODEL PROGRAMS & CONTACT PIERSON

PLACEMENT OATA ON

TOTAL' or
UNSUCCESS·

New Hampshire
I

~VrnAGE

STARTING
AN,NUAL

TOT~l

•

GAINFUL

INCOME
OF
GAINFULLY
EI.lPtOYEIl

£M!'lOYlIElH

CUEUTS
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ClIENTS

fUllY

/i.1iiOiOA

CWSW
CASES

CLOSEIl AS

Pu\'CiE-D t!!it

(,

46
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TIITA••
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CLIENTS
!'lACED IN

6

60

37

4

8

75

75

5

14

81

40

13

67

• Mont.hs of Opcf3!lon
,
"Severely DlSdOINl1S dc-tme-d a s mean",!! 551 and 5SDI feclplents for the purposes 01 thil project Many of these client cases were
previous lv d(>~ed by th"" coun~"lor\ and h,1\I<' DC'"n reopened lor relefTal 10 the Model Program

The .J"I; Dc,veICiiH'l(,P,i

HchabHllal ion
I
Qi
Director, llainino and nesearch UtiliZation, D, Dew

1112 {'("'nn," ';.;L"i",,,,in,'

2300 Eye Street. NIN., #420 Washington, D,C, 20037 UlJ'

'e,IO"D'"
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ON-SaYE FOLLOW-UP

TRAINING
Our research methodology called"for the Job Development Laboratory staff to visit each participating state
program after six months of operation, post-training The
six-month time frame was selected to allow each state
program sufficient time to implement its model and gain
experience in providing special services. In preparation
for the Visit, participants were asked to evaluate the
progress 01 their efforts in the f ol lowing areas

• development of severely disabled client case load
•

of direct client services [i.e.. evaluation.
int::JE;penciierlt living, Job development, job analysis,
ioln!r,li,>,l'i mi'llching. job accommodations, placement, and
services)

•

•

..

of interest and cooperation in the
bihtation communitv
rlevc'loipnlC'fH of employer Interest and coopcra-

Hon

Consultation During Follow-Up Visit at Michigan [Left
to Right):
C Wooldridge, R Brewer, B. Antenucci. K Mal!ik,
E Shaver, P. Griswold

VOCATmONAL

EVALUAT~ON

ACTIVITIES
A concern commonly cited by vocational evaluators is
that many commercially available work samples cannot

be use-d to test severely phvsicallv involved clients due
develoornent of r ornmunitv H:SOllfces

After reCf'lvll1g this feedback. site visits 'Aere arrang"d
The
of sitf' viSits was to provrdo addlUuna l con~,ulitatio,n!lril,ininp to further qf(·ngth;·n the pr0f!.'"ms and
reassess opc-ra tiona l
State' VISits by I Dr sti!!! wert'
conducted on the
date'S
tvlay 13-14, 1980

Iowa

Jutv 14,1980
7-8.1980
New H:ml0',hir,'
North C MOl ma

<;COli"fflbl.'r .1-4,19(',0
October 14··15, 191'0

ConsulL1Hof' Dining fo!!"v,,",;,, Vi,;, ,ll
(I"

ILW,l;

"lill"1
'\'
·r..\.j

to a client's functional limitation to access work sample
materials. The vocational evaluator, Susan D. Hilchev
from
New Hampshire's Facility Placement Team is
actively reviewing commercially available work samples
used at Crotched Mountain Rehabilitaton Center and
modifying them to overcome such
For
example

Cll Persons With limited leach experienced great dif
. [icultv when asked to sort parts. into proper cornpartrnents during an inspection task with
Valpars Tri-Level Measurement Work Sample
[1110)
To alleviate this problem, portable
plywood compartments were constructed to
replace the Valpar equipment These portable
compartments can be freelv rearranged to best
SUIt the reaching capability of the individual
client being tested
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(2) A Wide Range Interest-Opinion Test was modifor clients who, due to limited finger dexterity, had difficulty turning the test booklet
pages and recording answers on computer scoring sheets. The test booklet was reproduced in a
slide format, and a carousel slide projector was
adapted so that various control switches (sip and
cross lever and linger switches, ctc.) could
used to advance the slides. Answers then are
either typed on a handmade answer sheet or
recorded on a cassette tape recorder and then
transferred to the computer sheet for normal
scoring. Modiftcations such as these greattv
enhance the abilitv of the New Hampshire team
to collect useful inf orrnauon for vocational planning and placement efforts

About 160 persons attended the seven-hour
symposium. The program included a panel discussion
by employers who shared their experiences and
answered questions about their handicapped
emloyees Other workshops held during the day
covered such
as affirmative action, targeted
jobs for tax credit. the rehabilitation process, and
special
available to employers through
Virginia's Vocational Rehabilitative Services. To
follow up this meeting, the job placement specialist
working with this team has contacted 100 employers
and performed 22 job-client matching evaluations
and 18 job site analyses

JOB PLACIEMENT
Sharon Bender, vocational evaiuator for the Virginia
Placement Team, is also actively using innovative techniques to test severely disabled clients who have
often been excluded from receiving comprehensive
vocational evaluation services III the past. To Inform
and encourage counselors to avail these and other services tor their cI ient s. the Virginia PI ac ernent Team
has developed their own newsletter, Cross Talk, for
state-wide circulation Their first issue dcs cribe s a
for evaluating brain-damaged clients at
Nr.rli,,'rn Virginia's Evaluation Center The evaluation
program for brain-dam aged clients IS
to each
client's individual abilities and limitations Tests and
work
that do not requrre tlffllng are used in
of timed tests
Work space and testing
equipment
are modified to meet each
client's needs (i.e.. Dvcern grip pads may be used to
secure papers and equ.prnent for persons having
problems in s t abilit» on uppe-r extremit!!'s) The career
exploration segment of their pr our arn
also dIfferent
from conventional career exploration. rather than
«ientuvma how a r licnt can meet the rcquuernonts or
a
exploration focuses on how a lob rn
be
modified. either in content or lor at ion. I or the c hcnt
to be able to function at hiS or her highest
This program exempiJfies how Virginlas Placement
Team is initiating t1nprovcmenls In voc auonal
evaluation techniques

JOB DIEVELOPf'/U5NT

ACTIVITe55
All model state
Me contlnul11g to stren,RU'lcn
their
actiVities
programs
that foster the odur anon. cooperdtion~ communication and motrvauon of 10cl1 Nnployers An out s t anding example is the ernoiovc: sv mpos unv: held last July
by the Northern Vlrgllllil Alii:u'1c{, for
of
the
Tho symposium was
at
private
and Selective Pl,lcement Coordina
tors of the FC'dcral Covc r ruuc-nt Stellf from VlrninJa's
/'vindl'l 1'1"«'111<'11\ 1.,,,:
of the All

program

fH e'

and

It'

Hl"-l!

s"ll( 1!lng

i!':11

d!!e:Hld

Hl

ACTIVITIES
In our last issue of INTERCOM (August 1980) we
included a .short summary of a 20-year-old
Quadriplegic placed by Iowa's
Team into the
micrographics department of the Bankers Life
Insurance Company We were pleased to learn that
this client was selected over a number of other
nominees to receive the Iowa Rehabilitation
Achievement Award for 1980. This award is based on
one's effort in overcoming handicapping conditions
and thereby becoming involved in the world of work
Similarly, a mentally retarded client from the
Northern Virginia Team was
as Client of
the Year in the State Rehabilitation Conference All of
us join in Inc Iowa and Virginia Teams' pride in their
clients' achievements and applaud the Teams'
contribution to these persons' success.
We are also
to announce that many more job
placements have been achieved by the model teams
than we have room to wnte about In this newsletter
However. we would like to share a few With you
MIchigan's Placement Team placed two severely
disabled clients as
entry trainees at
the Ingham County Animal Control Shelter Malor lob
tasks for this position include use of a phone. dispatching via a 2-way radio, giving complaint calls to
10 officer units, coding and retrieving of dog Ilu,nslrl"
information on a cathode-ray tube, marntauung a
dally ledger, organization of
cards. and
communicating courteously With the public Each
client had be en known to the agency f o r
approximately ten months at the tune of hIS
placement The first of the two clients
15 <1
44-year-old male with thrombophleblt is and recurrent
pulmonary embo!lzatlon. DUE' to the c lients condition
It IS necessary f or his legs to be elevated while sitting
For this reason a built-up footstool was
to
kcr-p hiS
elevated while at work, and a large
eXPcutlvt'
was provided to rit his verv
frame Pnor to thIS lob this chent With a I1lfltl1",UclClf'
educ atron was
for five ypiltS and was
111C\l1ihlv
~h 17 <:'oc,:11 Sr-r.untv navmr-nt
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eight years prior to placement and was receiving $249
monthly Social Security payments. To
accommodate this client and improve the work
environment for both clients the work area was
modified (i.e., a
barrier-free work station
was provided; a
card file system was replaced by
a more accessible :i-drawer system; to spare expense,
the cathode-ray tube was positioned on a lazy Susan
plate to be accessible to two workers; a map rack to
hold 35-40 maps of the city and county was accessibly
located; and telephones were equipped with
headsets). Both clients work 40-hour weeks and are
now earning $4.35 per hour plus full benefits.

evaluation revealed that she was able to drive a
modified van and was proficient at light filing and
bookkeeping tasks. Her main restriction to clerical
work was her inability to type. The team was able to
convince the employer to drop the normal typing
requirement associated with the receptionist position
she filled. In addition, bathroom modifications were
made at the worksite to accommodate her needs as a
wheelchair user. A van was also modified for her use,
and special parking arrangements were made for her
at the work facility This client now earns $837
monthly.

REHABILITATION ENGINEERING
IN THE VOCATIONAL
REHABILITAT'ON PROCESS
Contributions by the rehabilitation engineers from the
participating states continue to be a significant factor
in the growing number of success stories of many
severely disabled clients who are now gainfully
employed The following summaries represent a small
sample of selected technical problems and solutions
compiled since the writing of our August issue of
INTERCOM

MODIFIED HAMMER HANDLE
(Submitted by Iowa's Placement Team)

A Paraplegic Client Working as a Dispatcher at
Ingham County Animal Shelter
Iowa's Team recently
a 22-year-old male with
multiple
as a bed stllpper,clishwa,her at a
local motel This client's disabilities Include epilepsy,
loss. club feet and mental retardation The
client
a Sixth grade education and wa, recelvlflg
$175 monthly 111 SOCial SC'curity bplwflts at the time of
His present Job duties include ,tnppmg
picking up and sortmg linens tor the laundry,
by hand The placement provided
evaluation to Insure that the
the work. The client's starting
salary is $].20 per hour, and he prcscntlv works a
20-hour week iowa's Team. however, has worked out
an
With the ern pi oyer for thiS c lienrs
hours to
llv increased. and it IS expected
that he will be working a 40 hour week 1O the near
futur€'

Problem: Due to amputation of his right thumb, a
carpenter lost his ability to maintain control of his
hammer. resulting in damage to the fine woodwork on
which he worked
Solution: Epoxy material was applied to the hammer
handle and then custom-molded to the shape of the
client's hand rn order to evenly distribute stress loads
throughout the hand and aHord directional stability
Due to the need to change leverage. two positions
were molded on the hammer handle.
Material Cost: :1>2 00
Desigrufabrication lime: 4 hrs

Virginia's Team report S that t hey recently placed a
27-year-old nl<,1<!'nr,lpPiC woman as a receptionist
with the Federal
ThiS client is a
school
with one vcar of college creel It and

I

il

Modified Hammer Handle
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STEP LADDER MOOfFiCATIONS
{Submitted by iowa's Placement Team)
Problem: A client with stability problems due to
as a file del k, had difficulty
while negotiating the steps of a
shelves of a floor-to-ce iling file
to accornpltsh this task frequently
dropped onto the floor, creating
a

problem

of

chronological

A custom-designed aluminum
f abricated and mounted on the
edge of
.l adder platform to hold the files upright This
eliminated the need to hold t!ll'.'m when
up or

the ladder and allowed for easy insertion and
rernovat of documents.

Material Cost: $800
Desigl'lffabrication time: 7 hrs

(Submitted by iowa's Placement ream)
Problem: A dient
as an internal courier within
a
has
abnormalities of both
extremities His left arm ends above the elbow
is
with a
His
arm has two
fused
from the elbow, A tray provided by the
for the client's use in
up
distribution was too
too cumof paper
bersome, and needed additional compartments.
Other problems included
into individual
compartments to extract credit cards and
weight in the tray evenly distributed.
Solution: A

body. Individual credit card holders were installed in
each of the 24 compartments, and lift-A-DOT fasteners were placed on each side of the trav to enable the
client to adjust the point at which the carrying
IS
attached to the tray A tab was also installed on
back of the carrier which will lit into either a belt Of
of webbing on a shirt to further enhance ease of
weight distribution
Materia! Cost: $1900
Designliabr ication time: 45 hrs.

Richard Juergens, Engineer of 10W,1 Te a rn,
Observes Client I)"in}.: SkI' L1
;"'\ndiiic,ltion,

carrier with 24 com-

partments was constructed to conform to the dient's
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DESK MODIFICATIONS
(Submitted by North Csroiine's Placement Team)
Problem: Paper manipulation, writing, and holding a
phone handset presented major problems to a client
with cerebral palsy who has spasticity in the upper extremities. Finding adequate methods for this client to
perform these tasks was essential prior to placing him
as a social worker trainee
Solution: A telephone extension arm with an on-off
switch was provided; tim eliminated holding a handset while us ing the phone Dycem non-slip material
was used on desk surfaces to eliminate sliding of
papers, thereby making paper manipulation easier
Dictating and transcribing equipment were provided
replace writing as a means of generatlllg reports

Microfiche Viewer & Table Top Modifications

Material Cost:
$ 4050

Telephone extension arm
Dycem non-slip padding
Dtctating/transc nbing
Equipment

3045

lI

90000
$0970.95

Total
Deslgnjfabricafion time: 2 hrs

WORK ENVIRONMENT MODIFICATIONS
(Submitted bv

Team)

Problem: A client
sll1ce birth by .,,'Ih,·...,p'rvnr.sis (bone and joint deformation that causes
m
the limbs] was In
of
her lob as a contract
analyst because her ef t icrericv was low With lust
slight right arm movement this cHent performs most
tasks with her mouth. tongue, and a mouths tick. and
uses an electric wheelchair for rnohillty Her office
setup hindered effiCient f unc uorung Her two desks.
set up at opposite walls. were
and cluttered since she (auld not opr-r a tr- a conventional filing system. She wasted tune maneuvering her wheelchair between the desks in her work arpa. and she required as rstanr e getting file books off shelves

Motorized Up-and-Down File System

INDEPENDENT LIVING
MODIFiCATIONS
MOBilE HOME MODIFiCATIONS

Solution: A microfiche vu-wor was
and
reference books and ill'S we're m icrof ilrned SIw can
select and insert rnicrofich« In t hr- viewer With her
mouth Work surf aces were
and other essential
equipment
for greater efflcleocy on acrescent-s haped desk for CelSY mouths tir k deo'ss An
rnotorrz ed
file system was
into the desk so that papP'S can be slid into
opr-rung le vo l-, from tlw desk surface by
rnouthstick The Ut·scenl·,hapNl desk alvo dlllll11ales
the need for c on st ant
IVPOSltlOfHlIg the vvlwckhatr
movements The c1IPI11 rccen t lv r('(t'lved d S.1lLd actory fating I
dU0 to the 1\10rc effiCient work crivironment nrovidr-d

(Submitted by North Carolina's Placement Team)
Problem: A T·11 paraplegic f aced serious architecturan in·
tens ive rehabilitation center program for ~IS
cord injury Steps
to the front door did not allow for
wheelchair access. Kitchen work
counters arid major appliances wero inaccesSible
and/or inconve nientlv positioned for a wheelchair
user The hallwav and doors
to bedrooms dnd
bathroom were too narrow (only 26"
for whrelChilil clearance, and the exrvt ing bathroom lavout did
not allow (or easy wheelchair l'ansfers to tub and

ill barrrors in his mobile home- after

\"

Oesignlfabrication linw:!U) hr-,

(I
home

I
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Solution: The client's mobile home was evaluated to
modifications needed to make the home
Based on the evaluation, detailed spec if iwere prepared by the team engmcer and let
out
contractor bids Major changes made to the
home are mdicatc d on the layout sketches and picfollow.

Wheel-O-Vator Wheelchair Lift
Cost of Contractor's

Work & Materials $3,523.00

Total

DesignJlabrication: 10 hrs (design time)

t
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COMMENTS:
1

Please comment (on t'ffecllvenes5. applic ahrluv, format. etc) concerning thiS issue

2 In future issues of InterCom, \ would lik<, to see Information on the f ollowmg

3. I suggest the f 01

4' Do you knox

NiHnp/AdJre"

'()I1"'OIH,,,!i,,

tn

future is'>La''> of InterCom

\suuld ilk,' to r,'«'IVi'

$1,508.00

8

(SIJbimitte,d by New Hampshire's Placement Team)

A client with cerebral palsy, who uses a
power chair for mobility, would like to
in
family outings such as camping trips, hiking and other
outdoor activities. Due to the level of his disability,
positioning and restraint are essential for such
rifl'OflJUS outings. The client's experience with cornmerctaltv available wheelchairs has also been poor,in
they do not stand up to the strain of difficult terresulting in structural and wheel fractures to his
wneelchaiL

Modified Recreational Wheelchair

Tn0 JOb Development Laboratory
Rehabilitatk:m Research and
Training Centor (RT -Ill
Too Ge.,.. Wosh'ngton
2300 Eye Street, NW. Room 420
WaslMgto/'l. O,C. 20031

@
. . .·.i

Un,,,,,i~

Solution: A custom manual wheelchair
and developed for the client's outdoor use.
incorporates a frame welded together from
weight tubing The wheels used for the chair are
strength 20" bicycle wheels. The
unit was
custom-molded for the individual
Tufts
Bioengineering
Boston, MA,
is the
same as used on
client's flower chair, Total weight
of the chair is 28 pounds.
Material Cost: $100.00
Design/fabrication time: 20 hrs,

fflslHti,e 01
HH'-50003ij~5.

of
Instrucand Services ProfOl'-m,aHy exr'H"'ss0·d his de'h~::hl .mo continuing
lfli-en?Sl
work of Iowa's
in a
<Hidressed 10 Iv"c N1drvin Ioornan.
fl,>"',;>r" enp,·,t

C{IOI'dj,na,~,clr of ICWii,l'S

lette.f· l\.1L 5tarkwc,:\lher S<lvs,''!'"e discussed
the ;,vork of ,hi,'
bOlh '!{ith
P{~ls';:ms external
!-e,J'labilita,ion staff dnd
(';lUll" progfrl'lrL I believe all 1''1(' vl"ired 'with are
as
as ! am and
believe we are on
~he
track and should do even more in thiS
ar-ea
the "tale and
never be
timid at>-oul the
we've seen
€,,.en ina
shon
tml(',"
Mr.S!ilrKweather went on 10 thank Jnd commend
ttle staff lor the (reill;"i, and mnovaliveness
have demonstrated
the model
and tor "the dramatic dfeCl it', had on ,he
01
67
disabled Iowans verved arid the 28 di<,ahled Iowans who have been
I h"" .",!> the 13
months the mo{fe!
has

Mr. Cbude A.
Din:dof of
of Hl.lInan Resources in North
also
his enthusiasm for that state's model
team'seftorts•..

DireClor
uc,'clc'pmient Laboratory (RT-91
lniv!',r<.ilv Medical Center

Dear Kali:

I am pleased to advise
sive Job Placement AA,·"",,,!H
vine office is sUl:ccss!IJlly producing
ties for

described as
difficult to
rnent , There is no question that
vides the method and structure needed to bring
about these
It is mv view thai the
"Model" is
. the direction
our

employment

with us a worthwhile and
M. Toomal1

cusses theh
weather
lion 8.

an

Coordinator of !he Iowa Team dislH'flwnt ,Htivi,ies with ,. SLuk01 ltehanililation h1uca-

The Job (hwehJ()ffWi1 l
alory
RehabHHation HE'Sf!arch
TriilYliflQ Cen'ttJ:f (nT
Ohectt>r> lrjU'anq anci RCSt.'li'Ch tJtdLtf1t ion 0 Dew

job done.

Claude A.

The George WClSh1i"HJlon u"''':'''''y
BOO Eye Sireet NW .420 WaShington, DC. 20(\37 (202!676384 7)
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UPDATE: STATE PLACEMENT MODELS
of such problems (IS Federal funding and
staff turnover (particularly in Virginia), the
Ccmprehenaive Job Placement Models in five states
active. This may be due to the fact
participants have demonstrated the
services in job placement of severely
clients
SSI/SSDI support. The
amount of ti me each
program has been operational varies among the five states, and their various activities have been reported in our ncwsletters,"IN1ERCOM" No.1 and No.2:
IICI.lUEIH

length of Model Programs

lowa
= 19 months
Michigan
= 20 months
New Hampshire = 15 months
North Carolina = 14 months
Virginia
= 12 months
The state administrators have
these activities and made commitments to continue the prousing their regular state operating budgets.
of the state administrations (Michigan and
Iowa) are planning to
their pr o g rarns on a
wider scale so that manv of their field counselors
can
these resources' In rehabilitation
nlf1g
clientele.
for

The ronowma describes Ihe recent ilctivilies of each
state:

Through this training, the
is receiving referrals from many counselors, who are recognizing the
clients' specific needs for rehabilitation engineering
services. The team has received
160 reterrals.
currently has a
active case
and
fected a number of
placements or re-placements through effective engineering.

New Hampshire: Despite some staff
the
New Hampshire Rehabilitation Engineering Program is COnlin uing to provide vocational evaluation
and rehabilttarion engineering services to the
northern New England area, Areas of
have
been expanded to meet adaptive equipment needs
of those handicapped individuals who are not necessarily in a vocational program,
Discussions with other health care facilities, including sheltered workshops, are
to develop
contracts for rehabilitation engineerin g serv ices. A
series of in-service programs Me
developed
to be given to health and rehabilitation professionals throughout the area.

North Carolina: There will be some reduction of
staff
October, 1981. However, the engineer, the
job placement specialist and the evaluator will remain in function as active members of the state vocational rehabilitation agency.

Iowa: With very limited staff time (evaluatorZr eha-

bilitatiort counselor

= 1 full u mo :
4/5
and
t spec ial ist
trme).
the Iowa team
28
disabled ':>SI/
SSDI clients du
the period of one vc,u. One
client also
the "ellt'nt of the Year" award
their State Rehabilll.lnon Conference. The
from Ihis t eam dlso rr-ceived an award
from local
for provlchng moq valuable
services in their communitv In June 1981, the engineer also received an inlc'.n,llional ,1W,Hd fnr p rorehabilitation
nccflng ser\i.U·s for m.nnslr,ealming
eel fJelsons. I he nwmber,
every r-f lo r t to pr ior n i ze and
;rlf"ornr,rd,fc reh abdit at
tH'c'ring as ,\11
vocational lphabilit,lllon
will help the gUV('rnl1wnt to
fund the
ion eng1l1N>ring pi
when
the "Block Grant" concept take"; effect

of ,1 rc!,abilttatlon
Job
speand u-chniri.m. Me
cialist.
rete-rr ('d Irol11 <t.n r- vO(;\,b wr-l] .j-. from
(Llll1lng sc"',1on, to 120
sources. The team Ila,
counselors seleCled ho m eight Illid Mle hlg,un field
(ll''.i
\i"1 1 ( 1 1 \ 1 ) t I l
oHic61 ht'w
rl . j I i ( ) ! 1
II j,~ t ..
sclor s to ,,'11<-1!
!!!€h pt'nd('i)l I Hlg;
dliun~tl
e one
.\rid Job pLl{('I1H'111 ,1I11.\lrol1'..
t fa n

Michigan:

engineer, erIUI,OI'llC'nt

j'

Virginia: In
of the severe staff turnover (four
staff member, in one year's time), the Cornrnissioner of
is still committed to continue the
project. In every case the new staff member was
trained
the existing
orland by our office.
They were also able to maintain a high quality and
quaruitv of
in the state of Virginia.
is considered most innovative in
approach to
disabled clients
coordinator of the team presented the
effectiveness of the placement model to parricihorn other states within Region III during the

KeglC)O;ll Meeting on
Placement" on June
5"6,1981
Philadelptua, Pennsylvania.
This project is being modified and
to
serve all nine field offices in the Northern
area. In order to achieve this goal, a
of people
trained
the Job Development
staf]
Jnd a
ist from the commun
have been
selected. Counselodsl will meet
with the
and wrll present one client hisrorv. The panel
will then make rccornmondauons for the necessary
rdubilltdtlon services to the
and the
will
\0 ensure a positive rehaion
concept WdS insli-
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REHABIUTATIONENGINEERING IN
THE VOCATiONAL REHABILITATION. PROCESS
.'

MOUTHST1CK
TelEPHONECIRCUIT CONTROL
(Submitted by Iowa's Placement Team)
Problem: A client, quadriplegic due to
placed as an
Interviewer with
Service of Iowa
is required to use a
phone on an ongoing
to perform her
she has limited use of her hands
unable to hold the receiver and operate a Slalfldard
pushbutton telephone.
Solution: To eliminate this problem, the telephone
receiver was placed in a flexible extension arm
(gooseneck) and positioned for easy access from the
wheelchair. 1\ special hinged switch plate was designed and fitted to the phone in order that the
telephone circuit could be easily activated or shut
off, using a mouthstick. The dialingful1ction can
also be accomplished using the mouthslick and
touch-lone
system,

Material Cost: $45.00
Design/fabrication Time: 81m.
CONCEALABLE HELMET

Laboratory)

Problem: Head mjurir-s due 10 SCllure, may be
SCIIOllIS!Y debi
with
ranging from lach':Ktures, and concussions to
,m"U;'fY,p,,1 due to b rain
1 he
01
head
f! om uncontrolled seizures is
the
tor a cos"
m,,~!IcaBv accc ptabtc fonn of

protection.

Solution: 1\ concealable hr-l mct. to be vvorn under
a

or hat, wac, desIgned and tcvt cd for
individuals wu h scir ure
The helmet is
of an inner and out er shell mado
with P,-'iite
loam) With seclions of
Foam
between the shells.

me

Vacuum forming facilities

MI'

required for molding

the helmet to the contour 01 a user's head. The
finished h(~lm(,1
about 5 ounces ,md comIavora btv to other helnwts in
concus~ion in le,t
conducted by the
Bureau of Sundard" Product Sa
l cchDivision. i\dcHliorhJl in!orrnd,ion on manu-

and

{oq,

by writing t o the
raiorv.

Malerial Cost: $15
Deslgn/fabrka.!ion Frmr-:

n

(In

be

D('vt'l0i,f!1ent l abo-

1m.

The client accesses telephone using a gooseneck,
a hinged switch plate and a. mouthstick.
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JOB PLACEMENT ACrn/lTIES
The model
teams
os with summaries 011 their
are ~dmIJl<~S of the
since our
issue.

conlinUE~

to provide

activities_
achieved

a
jj-v(~al'-o4d

us::e
and " substanIial technical
years oj '''lork as a too!
HI,~K'''', pro<hlctiton
and machinist.
wtH?'eI,thdrr user recHI!rint! rnor c
achis cardia<:'
the dient
fc.:ontinue >'lith
hi'i former

Prior 10 Ihis
tml,,~rn,}hIV~'d for

4 "edrS ,md rr-per month, He

P"I\iI·nc'n1."

.:.1 Ihe

hlh.~ 01

$ iUDO

!Tl12nitalliv relarde-dano
woman
M"Hkch."... where she noweams
as'SE'lmll1" worJc 5..heIleredemfor this dientas ,>he H'IQU'f:(2;",
seizares are nOlUntlel!{l"f2il

l!Tlp,ontar'IUY,

is
and she hilS
ass,en1!)!\! '..vork WJiS poys-ilj'f(~,
motor
i"
the cHent wa, eager to w'or!c

due to the dient'ss,eizur€s, someaCCOiUmooauons were
to In,,keev€n sneheroed
le ..sible, The
""l<lS
with
a customized molded
,he
see
section)
can
to
head
ami "t the Sclme timealleviale the cli-en('s concernover he'( .ap~)p~1:rJ:r~ce_ ~naddi~ion~a
wor k chair with arms was also
fO
nrpvpr,! fa!!s when seizmes OCf.UL This di,~nt conreceive 55lbendils 01 $178.00 per rlmnln_

,0

New Hampshirt"s Placcme nt Team at Cr orrhe d
instrumC'ntal
Rehabilitation Center
-old rn.m . dl"··,,,,nd
i'" to return to
A W!H'(·khdir u-.c». who
n;IFI';:llllJ hlllld
dnd 11,\" IPldIIVi.:I;
use of upper t·xln'mln,",. ">:C('pt f
weakl
his
which rllab"> it dlfflfult 'ur h'm to
extend his c!bow.lhe client worked for I
Yi'M'"
in
01 thi~
,.I' a sleeve t urue: hOlliC'one who turns sleeves invide out a ii o r I
hdve
been sewni for d
r rru-nt m.m u f actur c r until hiS
was eliminated
10 (
In the inMHJ!dC<l!>~,I!>IH1g 3

Wrer's contracts. The fliM1Ulacturer had
10
him
a b,,!1 ,mel hood turner, but he
was una
to
t e the
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